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The public education system in California has been trying to cope with
 
an ever increasing influx of multicultural students. For many of these
 
students traditional methods have failed to lead to educational success.
 
Concerned educators are attempting to find viable solutions to the problems
 
that beset public education. Holistic approaches which are child and meaning
 
centered have been foimd to be more effective than traditional methods with
 
multicultural populations.
 
The work of major researchers in literacy acquisition has shown that
 
all children can learn. Whole language educators base their classroom
 
instruction on the various philosophies and theories of how children acquire
 
knowledge. Research has shown that successful implementation and
 
achievement of early literacy in the primary laiiguage of the pupils can
 
provide the necessary base for subsequent success insecond language literacy.
 
Early intervention programs have been found to be successfulfor children
 
experiencing difficulties acquiring reading skills. Reading Recovery is a
 
research based early intervention program for children receiving early literacy
 
instruction in English. Descubriendo La Lectura is the Spanish application of
 
Reading Recovery methods for Spanish speaking children who are receiving
 
early literacy instruction in their primary language.
 
Ill
 
This project presents a review of current literature on whole language, 
early literacy and learning theories,Reading Recovery and Descubriendo La 
Lectura/Reading Recovery in Spanish. The project also presents a model 
geared to kindergarten and first grade teachers,emphasizing holistic 
approaches to early literacy. The strategies suggested in the modelcan be ■ 
implemented regardless of the primary language of the classroom. The 
model presents a collection of significant literacy approaches which provide 
an avenue to begin the change process from traditional to holistic methods. 
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STATEMENTOFTHEPROBLEM
 
Introduction
 
The publiceducationsystem in California has been trying to cope with an
 
everincreasinginflux of multiculturalstudents. Many ofthese students are part
 
ofa minority,lower socio-economic population(Melendez,1993). For many of
 
these students,traditional methods havefailed tolead to educationalsuccess.
 
This faililre has prompted a need tolook atcurrent practices,to restructure
 
education,toimprove studentperformance.
 
Theseverity ofthe problemsfacing California's schools prompted the
 
State SuperintendentofPublic Instruction to convene several task forces tolook
 
atthe problemsand formulate recommendations. Oneofthe resulting
 
documents.Here They Come:Ready or Not!The Reportofthe School Readiness
 
Task Force(1988)helped to spark the reform ofearly childhood education. The
 
task force which developed It's Elementary!The Reportofthe Elementary Grades
 
Task Force(1992)expressed the desire to instigate similar efforts with respectto
 
elementaryeducation. In response to this growing problem,manyschools have
 
begunto restructure,movingfrom basal texts and worksheets to a teaching
 
reading and writing through a literature based approach.
 
There is a greatneed to restructure educationin order to ensure that all
 
studentslearn. Educators mustlearn how to teach children with different
 
learning modalitiesandfrom different cultures and backgrounds. Currently,
 
efforts are underwayin many districts toimplementchange. Aseducators,we
 
need to do morethanjust create a handfulof modelclassrooms or schools,we
 
need to develop the mindsetand create the conditions that will allow all
 
classrooms and schools to become extraordinary.
 
Teachers are ernbracing a holistic perspective and creating a classroom
 
environmentthatengageslearnersthrough authentic experiences. Teachers
 
learning tobe more effective mustgothrough a learning process. Thisinvolves
 
changing teachers'perspective ofthe process ofbecoming literate. Classroom
 
teachers have begun to perceive a need to read research,to develop a working
 
theory ofhow children learn. There is a continued need for educatorsnotonly to
 
read currentliterature and research,butto discuss with colleagues their ideas
 
and clarify their interpretations. Asteachersbecomeinvolved inreading
 
research,they willchange,expand and refine their philosophy oflearning and
 
teaching. This process willbecomeomgoing asthey continue to incorporate
 
their philosophy into their teaching.
 
Teachers attempting to create a literacy environmentmay need to develop
 
strong supportsystems. They may need to persuade their districts thatthey
 
need to change their viewsofhow childrenlearn. They may need to become the
 
advocatesofchange. They will need tobecome partofa leadership with a strong
 
commitmentto early literacy. Earlyliteracy will provide children with the
 
capability to have a successfulschoolexperience. Restructuring efforts must
 
make a commitmenttolong-term systemic change. Educators mustmake strides
 
towards creating a learningenvironmentthatengages studentsin authentic and
 
challenging tasks. Opportunities mustbe made available for teachers to gain
 
knowledge to better build on their student's strengths.
 
Aseducatorsstrive to create good classrooms where literacy is a priority,
 
they mustalsobe aware thatsome students will still need special help.
 
Educators and school districts need to realize thatit is crucial to reach children
 
before they developinadequate skills and experiencelow selfesteem. For those
 
childrenexperiencinglearning difficulties,the earliest possible intervention is the
 
mosteffective. Reading Recoveryis anearly intervention modeldesigned to
 
help at-risk students become readers. DescubriendoLa Lectura is the application
 
ofReading Recovery methodsfor Spanish speakingstudents receiving
 
instructionintheir primarylanguage. Theseinterventions are ba^ed onsound
 
theoretical principles. Both programsenable students that mightnototherwise
 
have been successfulin our educationalsystems to become good readers and
 
experience success.
 
This projectis written with theintentthatindividuals reading it will
 
becomeinformed aboutthe perceived need for change,find the research and
 
literature supportive oftheir own beliefsand will considerimplementing the
 
holistic approachestoliteracy presented therein. The power ofa single
 
individualcommitted to change can be tremendous. Theliteracy modelis
 
presented as an avenuefor implementingchange to enable all students tolearn
 
the strategies necessary to acquire knowledge and develop the attitudes needed
 
to reach their fullest potential.
 
This projectis based ona vision that it willbe possible to develop
 
classroomsand schoolsin which all children can receive high quality education.
 
It may notbe aneasy endeavor. It willrequire dreamersand visionaries who
 
will pursue whatthey envisionand will notrest until they accomplish this
 
significantachievement. We must allbecome visionary andforge the will to act
 
onour vision.
 
This project willreview currentliterature and researchon wholelanguage
 
and early literacy with the purpose ofdeveloping a holistic,early literacy model
 
for teachers toimplementin their classrooms. The modelwillbe geared to
 
kindergartenand first grade teachers. It will presentsignificant holistic
 
approaches toimplementing early literacy. Tofurther ensure that all children are
 
successfulin their literacy acquisition,Reading Recovery and Reading Recovery
 
inSpanish/DescubriendoLa Lectura(DescubriendoLa Lectura)willbe
 
incorporated as partofthe model.
 
Theoretical Views
 
Childrencanlearnto read naturally,providing theenvironmentis
 
stimulating,literate and secure(Durkin,1966). Pre-school children have a wealth
 
ofliterate knowledge in orallanguage,reading and writing before theycometo
 
school(Harste,Woodward&Burke,1984;Ferreiro&Teberosky,1982;
 
Holdaway,1979;Clay,1975). Research which supports a holistic,natural
 
approach tolearning is abundant. Thesefindings have beeninfluentialin the
 
developmentofthe wholelanguage approach.
 
A holistic approach to teachingemphasizes a whole-to-parts approach.
 
Conceptscan be understood more clearly whenseenin context,as partofa
 
larger meaningful whole. Holistic thoughtis considered to beafunction ofthe
 
rightbrain;analyticalthoughtis considered a leftbrainfunction. Both
 
hemispheresofthe brain can actin concert wheninvolved insuch activities as
 
readingfor critical understanding or writingfor anticipated communication. An
 
integrated approach to all strands oflanguage(listening,speaking,writing and
 
reading)through holistic experiences can lead toliteracy developmentfor the
 
child(Zarry,1991). Youngfluentreaders learnlanguage through a complex
 
process as they are engaged in actual acts ofspeaking,reading and writing
 
(Smith,1969). Students willlearn to read and write for specific purposes
 
naturally in a holistic setting.
 
The wholelanguage approach places the studentatthe center ofthe
 
curriculum. Teachers create a climate where the learning is child-directed. They
 
have anawarenessofthe students'interests and learning styles. Many noted
 
educationalthinkerssuch asPestalozzi,Montessori,Dewey,Froebeland Piaget
 
believed thatlearning should be active,based on children's interestand make use
 
ofsensory materials. In wholelanguage classrooms,children are encouraged to
 
explore,discover and experimentusing manipulativesand a variety ofliteracy
 
toolsina supportive climate.
 
The curriculum developed in wholelanguage classroomsis based onboth
 
psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic elements. Thisimplies an understanding
 
thatlanguageisinfluenced byboth psychological and socialfactors. Childrenin
 
a holistic classroom are viewed as naturally curious and engaged learners. They
 
havea voicein their curriculum and experience learning through social
 
interaction. A characteristic of wholelanguage classroomsis the levelof
 
productive talk. Childrenengagein conversations and receivefeedbackfrom
 
their peers. This talk helps to clarify concepts. The children discuss their
 
writing,the booksthey have read and the work they are doing.
 
Childrenfrom middle classfamilies typically enter school with thousands
 
ofhoursofguidance aboutprint(Adams,1990). They have exposure to story
 
reading,as well as,message writingfrom parents,preschoolteachers,
 
educationaltoys and television. Childrenfrom less advantaged homesmaynot
 
have such experiences. This home advantage may notbe related solely to
 
money,butalso to the parents'knowledge ofhow schools work(Lareau,1989).
 
Mostparentsexpecttheir children to learn to read in first grade. Unfortunately,
 
however,manylower socio-economic,working class parents may notbe able to
 
compensate athome when the classroom curriculum turnsoutto be weak,or
 
their children have trouble keeping upin school(McGill-Franzen,1992).
 
Children differ in their acquisition and use oflanguage. They differ in
 
social development,learning styles,attention span and memory skills. Children
 
differ also in the personal literacy histories they bring to schooland their families
 
differ in the resources and timetheyhave to promote the educationalwell-being
 
oftheir children(McGiU-Franzen,1992). Awarenessofthese differences
 
influence holistic teachers in their interactions with children and in planning the
 
curriculum. Theinstructionin wholelanguage classroomsis more personalized,
 
intended toengage the children and makethem feel valued.
 
All children need to experience good teaching. Childrenfrom
 
disadvantaged homeswhoare atrisk ofeducationalfailure especially need tobe
 
involved insupportive classrooms where they are taughtthrough memorable
 
demonstrations and have the opportunity to engage attheir individuallevelof
 
learning. All children need teachers who will notice behaviors and willbe able to
 
interpretthem intermsofknowledge and processes. Children need teachers that
 
can highlighttheir strengthsand validate their attempts to make sense. Children
 
will benefitfrom teachers that providethem manyopportunitiesto use what
 
they know;to becomefluentand flexible with this knowledge(Lyons,Pinnell&
 
DeFord,1993).
 
Language develops within a culture,therefore the student's culture must
 
be considered in understanding the child'slanguage and how itis learned.
 
Instructional programs which develop cognitive and academicskills in the
 
student's firstlanguage demonstrate significantly better results thanthose which
 
emphasizeimmersionin the second language, Theextentto which the child's
 
language and culture are incbfporated into the school program also provide a
 
significant predictor oftheir academic success in both the first and second
 
languages. Ifiitial successin native language literacy providesthe necessary base
 
for subsequentsuccessinsecond language literacy(Medina,1988;Thonis,1981;
 
Leyba,1978).
 
The need torestructure early literacy education hasbecome paramount
 
amongthe educational research community. Children are considered to be at-

risk if they do notacquire the expected literacy skills in the lower primary grades
 
(Schwab,et al.,1992). Manytheorists and researcherssuch as Cambourne,
 
Holdawayand Smith asserted thatlearning to beliterate is a processoflearning
 
how to make meaning. GoodmanK.and Goodman Y.(1981)stated that,
 
"Comprehensionof meaning is always the goalofreading and listening.
 
Expression of meaning is alwaysthe goalofwriting and speaking"(pg.2). A
 
holistic approachto early literacy integrates listening,speaking,writing and
 
reading. Skills and processes are nottaughtin isolation. Wholelanguage
 
teachers advocate a meaning centered curriculum.
 
The mostimportantelementto the success ofa wholelanguage approach
 
is the classroom teacher. The teacher mustbean enlightened individual whocan
 
serve asthe guide to the children in their questfor meaning. The holistic teacher
 
mustbe a facilitator and a resource. Aneffective teacher willbe a"kid-watcher,"
 
a noticing teacher whocan capitalize on the children'sstrength and assistin
 
makingliteracy anextension ofthe children's naturallanguagelearning
 
(Goodman,K&Goodman,Y.,1981).
 
Conclusion
 
Traditional educational methods have notbeen successful. The current
 
multicultural populationin California's public schools deserves an appropriate
 
education. Holistic methodswhich are child and meaning centered have been
 
found tobe more effective. Successful achievementofliteracyin the primary
 
language hasbeenfound to provide the necessary base for subsequentsuccessin
 
secondlanguage literacy. Implementing wholelanguage early literacy programs
 
inthe children's primarylanguage with the contingent availability of viable early
 
intervention programssuch as Reading Recovery/DescubriendoLa Lectura inust
 
bea priority.This project willbe guided by a holistic philosophy oflearning. It
 
will review currentliterature and presenta modelincorporating a collection of
 
holistic approachesfor implementing early literacy supported byReading
 
Recovery/DescubriendoLa Lectura as early interventions.
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LITERATUREREVIEW
 
Introduction
 
Inthe past,educationalresearchonliteracy hasfocused mainly on the
 
acquisition and useofbasic skills. Currently,studiesin education havebecome
 
more qualitative in nature and havefocused on philosophies and practices
 
utilized in the classroom. Although the literature onthe topicsofwhole
 
language and early literacy is abundant,it is not necessarily wellknown to
 
practitionersin the field ofeducation. The practices,organizations and processes
 
thatcomprise literacy instructionin the elementary classroom have been well
 
documented. Extensive researchon wholelanguage,early literacy,Reading
 
Recovery and DescubriendoLa Lectura is available. This project will presenta
 
review ofthe aforementioned topics.
 
Whole LanguagePhilosophy
 
Research whichendorses a holistic approach tolearning hasbeen reported
 
for many years. The theories proposed in the beginningofthis centurybysuch
 
noted educationalthinkers such as Pestalozzi,Montessori,Dewey,Froebeland
 
Piagetsupportthe current holistic philosophy. These influentialindividuals put
 
forth philosophical theories which have beenexplored by modern researchers
 
and have helped shape currentviewsofhow childrenlearn. Whole language is
 
based on a setofbeliefs related to teaching thathasslowly developed outof
 
manysources whichinclude psycholinguistic research as well as theory and
 
beliefs aboutgood teaching.
 
Defining Whole Language
 
Developing a definition of wholelanguage can assisteducators by
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making clear the dimensionsofthis holistic viewpointto learning acquisition.
 
Watson(1989)elaborated onthree critical dimensions ofwholelanguage that
 
teachers need to be aware of,"...first,ofthe researchinliteracy and learning thatis
 
accepted as credible by whole-language advocates;second,ofthe pedagogical
 
theory thatemergesfrom thatresearch;and finally,ofthe practice thatis
 
consistent with the theory"(pg.130). Clear definitions of wholelanguage,
 
however,are difficult. Mostdefinitions are subjective,reflecting the personal
 
path ofthe individual to that philosophicalstance.
 
Manycurrentresearchers have defined wholelanguage. These definitions
 
are varied and have been arrived atthrough different paths. Mostresearchers
 
would agree thatthey have refined their definitions manytimes since initially
 
writing them. Educators mustbe aware that having a definition of whole
 
language is notenough,whatgoesonin their classroom mustbe both consistent
 
with and supportive oftheir definition(Watson 1989).
 
Anderson's(1984)definitionstemsfrom a theoreticalstance with whole
 
language being,"...written and orallanguageinconnected discourse in a
 
meaningful contextual setting"(pg.616). Goodman(1986)stated,"Whole
 
language is clearly a lotofthings to a lotofpeople;it's nota dogma to be
 
narrowly practiced. It's a wayofbringing together a view oflanguage,a view of
 
learning,and a view ofpeople,in particular twospecial groups of people: kids
 
and teachers"(pg.5). This philosophical viewpointis broad enoughto be open
 
to subjective interpretation.
 
Bird(1987)defined wholelanguagefrom a more holistic standpointas,
 
"...a way ofthinking,a way ofliving and learning with childrenin classrooms"
 
(pg.4). Both Butler and Zarry have also written definitions ofwholelanguage
 
from a holistic perspective. Butler(1987)stated that,"A wholelanguage program
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 isonein which reading,writing,listening and talking areintegrated ina
 
stimulating,natural-learning environment"(pg.3). Zarry(1991)wrote,"Whole
 
language is an approach to teaching communication skills—literacy—in a holistic
 
natural way"(pg.1).
 
Anexplanation ofthe term was whichsupported and empowered holistic
 
teachers was presented byGoodman,Bird and Goodman(1991). It stated,
 
"Wholelanguage brings together modern scientific knowledge ofteaching,
 
learning,language,and curriculumand puts itinto a positive,humanistic
 
philosophy,which teachers canidentify with and which offersthem strong
 
criteria for their professional decisions and teaching practice"(pg.10).
 
Newman's(1985)explanation of wholelanguage also offered strong supportto
 
the application of holistic practicesbased ontheory and research,she stated:
 
...wholelanguageis a shorthand wayofreferring to a setof
 
beliefs aboutcurriculum,notjustlanguage arts curriculum,but
 
abouteverything thatgoesonin classrooms...itis a
 
philosophical stance;it's a descriptionofhow someteachers and
 
researchers have been exploring the practical applications of
 
recenttheoretical arguments which have arisenfrom research in
 
linguistics,psycholinguistics,sociology,anthropology,
 
philosophy,child development,curriculum,composition,
 
literary theory,semiotics and other fields ofstudy (pg.1).
 
Acomplete,clear,concise,theoretical as wellas very personal definition
 
wasdeveloped by Newmanand Church(1990). Their definition speaks clearly
 
to the heartofthe holistic teacher,itexudestheory,itis philosophical yet
 
practical it demonstratesownership ofthe conceptand validates classroom
 
praxis based on a wellthoughtout personal philosophy. They stated:
 
Wholelanguageis a philosophy oflearning and teaching based
 
on a number offundamentalassumptions...Teachers working
 
from these assumptions tryto create openlearning
 
enviromnents. Our methodologyis dynamicand continually
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evolving-guided byour observations ofstudents and our ever­
changin^g understanding oftheory. Weuse a variety ofteaching
 
strategies and materials depending upon the needsof
 
individual students. Webaseour instructional decisions upon
 
whatweknow aboutlearning and theindividuallearnersin our
 
classroom. Wholelanguage is practical theory. It arguesfor
 
theoretically-based instructional practice(pg.23).
 
The WholeLanguage Classroom
 
Wholelanguage classrooms mayseem as differentto the observer asthere
 
seem to be differences in the definitions. There are,however certain tenets,
 
strategies and interventions that are commonto wholelanguage classrooms.
 
These strategies are consistent with holistic beliefs aboutlanguage and learning.
 
They reflectthe classroom teacher's respectfor theindividuals and the
 
community oflearners(Watson 1989).
 
Theenvironmentin wholelanguage classroomsis exciting and dynamic.
 
Young active learners in a holistic classroom operate withina setofconditions as
 
they become successfulliteracy learners. These conditions werestudied and
 
delineated bythe Australian researcher BrianCambourne(1988). The conditions,
 
which are necessaryfor all effective language learningincludeimmersion,
 
demonstration,expectation,responsibility,use,approximation,response and
 
engagement. Engagementoccurs whenthe first seven conditionsfor learning are
 
present.
 
A wholelanguage classroom is meaningfocused. Motivationfor learning
 
is intrinsic(Goodman,K.&Goodman,Y.,1981). A holistic program provides
 
integrationofthelanguage arts(reading,listening,writing and talking)and
 
content areas ofthecurriculum. Butler(1988)considered thata balance whole
 
language program would contain ten elements: reading to children,shared book
 
experience,sustained silentreading,guided reading,individualized reading,
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language experience,children's writing,modeled writing,opportunitiesfor
 
sharing and reading and writing in the contentareas. These elements are
 
focused on differentcombinationsofCambourne'sconditionsfor learning
 
outlined previously. The conditions need to be operating tosupportnatural
 
learning,however,Butler(1988)stated that,"...reading to children and shared
 
book experiencefocus more heavily onimmersion and demonstration,while SSR
 
[sustained silentreading]focuses moreonemployment"(pg.5). Accordingly,
 
the emphasis maychangefrom elementto element.
 
A wholelanguage classroqm is child-centered and directed. The holistic
 
teacher facilitateslanguage instructionin response to the children's interests.
 
Theenvironmentappearsinformalin atmosphere and approach. Children are
 
validated for their approximations and become risk-takers who are notafraid to
 
try. Thereis an atmosphereoftrust. Teachers putemphasison communication
 
for authentic purposesand stress collaboration among children(Slaughter,1988).
 
In a wholelanguage classroom attention is directed both towards product
 
and process growth. Inlearning aboutprocess the students participate in such
 
mental activities as categorizing,creating and condensing. Holistic teachers"kid­
watch"toobserve the processesin writing,editing and proofreading whichlead
 
the studentstoward a final product. The products demonstrate authorship and
 
ownership and are authentic,created for practical purposes(Zarry 1991).
 
T^
 
Wholelanguage teachers realize that they too are learners. The classroom
 
is a communityoflearners. Holistic teachers are well-trained educators. They
 
attend workshops,take courses and read research and literature onliteracy
 
developmentand instructionalimplementation to keep up to datein their
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profession(Zarry,1991). They have a philosophy and a theory abouthow
 
children learn and are able to apply itto their classroom teaching.
 
Someteachers haveformed study groups to share ideas,while others have
 
written abouttheir classroom experiences to help them sortoutwhatthey have
 
learned through the experience(Newman&Church,1990). Allthese activities
 
assist holistic teachersin their reflective practice. Teacherscan increase their
 
understanding ofthe alternative possibilities by reflectingon their teaching
 
(Lyons,Pinnell and DeFord,1993). Wholelanguage teachers do notfinalize
 
curricula before meeting the studentsin their class. They consider a variety of
 
units,explore themesand lessons,however,the students'lives and interests are
 
the guide that assists the teacher in planning a curriculum thatis meaningful,
 
appropriate and applicable(Watson,1989).
 
Holistic Evaluation
 
Evaluationin a wholelanguage setting primarilyinformsthe teacher and
 
studentsofcurrentneeds and strengths. Holistic teachers are constantly
 
evaluating. Throughobservationand interaction they discern whatand how the
 
students are learning. Evaluation is on-going and guides the teaching(Newman
 
&Church,1990).
 
The wholelanguage teacher evaluates and assesses manyfoci. The main
 
reason to asses is tofind outwhether children are learning. Someofother
 
concerns mayinclude whether the classroom contains appropriate resourcesfor
 
children,whether the strategies utilized by the teacher are relevantand whether
 
the classroom organization is conducive to the literacy developmentofchildren
 
(Daly,1991). Someofthe waysteachersevaluateinclude developmental
 
checklists,portfolios containing both teacher and studentselected work samples.
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pictures,anecdotalrecords,audio/videotapes and rurming records(Traill,1993).
 
In a running record,the teacher uses certain conventionsto record everything a
 
child saysand does while reading a sample textofapproximately 100 words
 
(Clay 1993a). A runningrecord can provide informationfor guiding instruction,
 
such as appropriate textselectionfor guided reading.
 
A wholelanguagelearning environmentinvites children tosee themselves
 
aslearners. Holistic teachersengagestudentsin meaningful,challenging literacy
 
activities. Learning tobe a wholelanguage teacher is an on-going process.
 
Making the transitionfrom traditional practices to wholelanguage willrequire
 
refinementofteaching theory and practices. Caution mustbetaken with the
 
assumption thatjustknowingthe holistic"gurus"and their philosophy is
 
enough,or thatitis aneasy or haphazard approach. The very thing that makes
 
wholelanguage appealing tosome,thatthe philosophy and theory can be
 
interpreted and developed,it's subjectivity,can also be whatcreates it's enemies.
 
Early Literacy And Learning Theory
 
Several decades ago,the United states had one ofthe highestliteracy rates
 
inthe world. Currently we arefarfrom being the world leadersin literacy.
 
Sagan(1994)wrote,"The gears ofpoverty,ignorance,hopelessnessandlow self-

esteem interactto create a kind ofperpetualfailure machine that grindsdown
 
dreamsfrom generation to generation. We all bear the costofkeeping itrunning.
 
Illiteracy is its linchpin"(pg.7). Manyindividuals are marginally literate. Some
 
are only able to read simple material,below the sixth grade level. Many adults
 
are unable to comprehend busschedules,instruction manualsor mortgage
 
statements. In contrast,the literacy requirementsofthe workplace are more
 
demandingthan ever.
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Defining Literacy
 
The definition ofwhatconstitutes a literate individualchanged through
 
the years as manbecame more sophisticated. Many years ago,anindividualwas
 
considered literate if able to write his name. Today manyother complex aspects
 
areinvolved. Young children need the opportunity to develop strategies to
 
manipulate the linguistic tools which will allow them tobe successfulin
 
academic and social settings. A comprehensive definition ofliteracy was
 
developed by Brian Cambourne(1988),he stated:
 
... literacy is a word which describesa whole collectionof
 
behaviors,skills,knowledge,processes and attitudes. It has
 
something to do with our ability to uselanguage inour
 
negotiations with the world. Often these negotiations are
 
motivated byour desires to manipulate the world for ourown
 
benefit. Readingand writing aretwolinguistic waysof
 
conducting these negotiations. So are talking,listening,
 
thinking,reflecting,and a hostof other behaviors related to
 
cognition and critical thinking(pg.3).
 
Theories ofLearning Acquisition
 
Currenttheories abouthow children acquire knowledge have been shaped
 
by the work ofvarious psychologists duringthe early partofthis century.
 
Pavlov(1927)and Skinner(1938)developed the behavioristtheory which
 
proposed thatresponses could be conditioned. Skinnerfurther elaborated that
 
behavior could beshaped through scheduled reinforcement. Hesuggested in his
 
theories thatteachers,atthattime,were nottaking advantage ofbehavior
 
modification toshape the behavior ofchildrenin their class.
 
The theories proposed byPiaget(1967),Vygostky(1978,1962),and Bruner
 
(1975,1966)have stronglyinfluenced currentthoughtsonthe acquisition ofearly
 
literacy. Allthree believed that activity wascentral to learning and development.
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Their perspectives differed regardingtheimpactonlearning ofculture,social
 
experiences,socialinteraction and instruction(Wood,1988).
 
Piaget(1967)believed children haveto pass through a series of
 
developmentalstages before they have the ability to accomplish particular tasks.
 
Learning,then,can only take place if the teaching happens ata time whenthe
 
childis developmentallyready to assimilate and internalize whatis said and
 
done. Vygostky(1978,1962)proposed thatchildren learn through discovery and
 
thatthey perfect their understanding through social interaction. He suggested
 
thatlearning happensin the interactionsbetween"novices"and"experts."This
 
theoryimpliesthatthe acquisition ofliteracyis a didactic process which occurs
 
through mediation between the learner and a more knowledgeable other. The
 
experts work withineach child's"zone ofproximal development". Materialis
 
introduced to the learnersin waysthatinsure success while also continuing to
 
challenge them to new insights. Therefore childrencan,if assisted by
 
knowledgeable adults,perform tasks whichthey would be unable to perform
 
alone.
 
Brunei:(1975,1966)appears to have beeninfluenced bybothPiagetand
 
Vygostky. He believed children are naturallearners. Theycanlearn without
 
formalteaching,however,knowledgeable adultexperts can assistthe child in the
 
construction ofknowledge. He proposed thatlearning could take place by
 
focusing the child's attention,as needed,on relevantaspects ofa particular task
 
and structuring the task tosupportthe child as meaning wasconstructed.
 
Bruner likened this carefulintervention by the experts to building a"scaffold"
 
which would provide the necessarysupportfor comprehending new concepts.
 
Hesuggested thatthis process would resultin the successful achievementof
 
increasingly more difficulttasks.
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Piaget's theory hasinfluenced moderneducators'viewsregarding the
 
capacities that children have aslearners and architects oftheir ownknowledge.
 
Bruner and Vygostky wereinfluentialin bringing "...attentiori tothe historical
 
and cultural relativity ofknowledgeand to theimportance ofsocialinteraction,
 
communication and instruction,bothinformaland formal,inthe transmission of
 
thatknowledge"(Wood,1988,pg.225).
 
Researchinliteracy acquisition hasshown that all children can learn.
 
Educators need to be aware ofvarious philosophies and theories ofhow children
 
leam. Having a working knowledge ofcurrenttheories such asSkinner's theory
 
ofbehavior modification,Vygostky's theory ofthe"zone ofproximal
 
development"and Bruner'stheory of"scaffolding"teacher/pupilinteractions
 
can provide teachers the theoretical basefor successful practice,
 
Early Literacy Reform Efforts
 
Research has demonstrated that children are able to acquire literacy skills
 
prior to entering school(Sulzby&Teale,1987;Baghban,1984;Hiebert,1981;
 
Goodman,Y,1980;Doake,1980;Holdaway,1980&1979;Goodman K.S.,1974;
 
Chomsky,1969;Durkin,1966). These skills have been acquired withoutformal
 
teaching,ina natural,holistic way. Clearly/one ofthe mosteffective waysto
 
ensure the developmentofa literate society and reduce the number ofchildren
 
whomay ultimately need other services is to provide the opportunity for early
 
literacy acquisition in a holistic setting. Programs thatfocuson early literacy
 
have been prompted bya growing awarenessofthe need for strong initial
 
instruction.
 
Currentefforts toimplementearly literacy rangefrom programs designed
 
to provide early interventionfor underachieving pupils to the restructuring of
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wholeschool programs. While differingin designand implementation,the
 
programsshare areas ofcommonalty. The programs were designed to answer
 
perceived needs and concentrated,documented efforts were made to institute
 
change.
 
The Early Literacy Program
 
The Early Literacy program initiated in the Columbus,OhioPublic
 
Schools during the 1990-91 school year wasdesigned to provide early
 
intervention to underachieving pupilsinfirstand second grade. Targeted
 
students appeared unlikely to acquire literacy skills withoutadditional
 
instruction to supplementregular classroom instruction. The program was
 
designed to serve smallgroups offirstor second grade pupilsfor 40-45 minutes
 
daily. Theinstruction model made provisionsfor a more comprehensive
 
assessmentofthe pupil's developmentofreading and writing strategies than
 
would be possible during regular classroom instruction(Pollock,1993).
 
The program assigned program coordinators who provided inservice
 
training and instructionalsupportfor the teachers. Manyofthe instructional and
 
assessmentstrategies utilized in the Early Literacy program were similar to those
 
utilized in the Reading RecoveryProgram. Pollock(1993)made notein the final
 
evaluation reportthat,"...the Early Literacy instructional program wasenhanced
 
by the factthataU three program coordinators and48ofthe54program teachers
 
were trained in Reading Recovery techniques"(pg. 2).
 
The program established proceduresfor selection,services and guidelines
 
for discontinuing. The program wasevaluated on predetermined desired
 
outcomes. The results ofthe evaluation demonstrated thatit had metthe desired
 
outcomes which resulted in a recommendationfor continuation during the 1992­
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93school year. Additionalrecommendations were madeincluding sharing
 
wholelanguage instructional strategies and techniques utilized by the program
 
teachers with the regular classroom teacher toensure thatboth programs
 
complemented each other. Also it wasreconunended thaton-going inservice
 
meetingsbe designed to provide program teachers opportunities to clarify
 
concerns,share ideas and enhance their instructionalintervention skills(Pollock,
 
1993).
 
The Early Literacy Project
 
Another program whichfocused onliteracy acquisition wasthe Early
 
Literacy Project. This project wasimplemented through the Illinois University
 
Centerfor theStudy ofReading. It targeted kindergarten pupils and was
 
designed to providethem with positive literacy experiences. Thestudy was
 
carried outfor twosuccessive years. The principal research questionin thestudy
 
wasto ascertain whether it would be possible to constructa successful two-tiered
 
early literacy modelfor guided learning in whichintervention was transferred
 
from researcher to teacher andfrom teacher to pupils.
 
Literacy progress ofchildrenin the program wascompared to thatof
 
childrenina traditional kindergarten using a basalreading program(Stewart,
 
Mason&Benjamin,1990). A basic premise ofthe program wasthe use of
 
Vygostsky's(1978,1962)theory ofthe"zone of proximal development." The
 
teachers would presentnew knowledge and function within the pupil'szone of
 
proximal development. They provided whatBruner(1975)termed a "scaffold,"
 
a supporting structurefor understanding new concepts.
 
Severalinstructional components were developed for the Early Literacy
 
Projectin the areas ofreading and writing. Eachcomponentinvolved various
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keyelementsincluding modeling,assessmentof prior knowledge,
 
comprehension activation,structural analysis,discussion,engagementand
 
sharing. Carefulconsideration wasgiven to developmentofthe training
 
componentofthe model. Teachers attended workshopsto learn instructional
 
strategies,techniques,methodologyand the rationale for the components
 
(Steward,Mason&Benjamin,1990).
 
The results achieved by childreninvolved in the Early Literacy program
 
were better than those ofchildrenin the traditional program. Ina discussion of
 
the results,Stewart,Masonand Benjamin(1990)wrote, "The results indicate that
 
implementationofthe Early Literacy program canlead to striking progressin
 
kindergarten children's early literacy development. Anintervention modelcan
 
change teachers'behaviors and enable them to provide more effective instruction
 
for kindergarten children"(pg.7).
 
The program appearsto have been successfulonseverallevels. The
 
literacy activities developed and theformatofthelessons promoted effective
 
teachinginteractions. Children were supported in their acquisition ofknowledge
 
byteachers whoworked withineach child'szoneofproximal development.
 
Teachers were trained to notice the children's strengths. The teacher training
 
aspectofthe modelwas perceived to have beenone ofthe reasonsfor the success
 
ofthe program(Stewart,Mason&Benjamin,1990).
 
The aim ofeducation needs tobe to create a literate society. Achievement
 
ofearlyliteracy musttherefore be a priority. Early literacy programs which are
 
based on theory and promote holistic approaches have beendocumented. Many
 
ofthese programs have attributed their success to theimplementation ofcurrent
 
theories and approaches and thorough teacher training. More programsneed to
 
beimplemented which emphasize these aspects.
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School-Wide Literacy Reforms .
 
Concerned educators throughoutthe state and the nation are attempting
 
tofind viable solutions to the problems thatbeset publiceducation. Manyschool
 
districts are exploring alternatives to traditional methods. While new ideas and
 
strategies havelimited impactifimplemented singly,school-wide,indeed
 
district-wide,restructuring efforts have a much greater impactand possibilityof
 
achieving success.
 
RestructuringIssues
 
A reporttitled Implementing Innovative Elementary LiteracyPrograms
 
(Schwab,et al,1992)presents a comprehensive discussion ofrelevant
 
restructuringissues. Thereportincludes selectionsfrom several schoolsin the
 
Northwestthat have madeschool-wide restructuring efforts toimprove their
 
literacy programs. A wide range ofeffective strategies and approaches were
 
documented. Whileindividualschools attempted the change process through
 
the avenues bestsuited to their particular needs,there appeared to besome
 
shared themes. Membersofthe staffsinvolved in the change processfelt thatthe
 
need forimprovementwas urgentand thatwhile change was difficult,the
 
literacy reforms were rewarding. A strong overallcommontheme thatemerged
 
from various restructuring efforts wasthefeeling thatboth the school's literacy
 
program and the individualteacher's repertoire would never be finished. They
 
have become partofa learning cycle where eachlessoninformsthe subsequent
 
practice.
 
From an analysis ofrestructuring efforts,several topics emerged that
 
could be translated from successful practiceinto usefulresources. These
 
included clear identification of goals,innovations to achieve the goals.
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implementation strategies to achieve theinnovations,identification ofbarriers to
 
implementation and offactors facilitatingimplementation as well as concerns
 
regarding assessmentand evaluation practices. Each schoolcould follow a path
 
bestsuited to itsownconcerns. However,successful approachesinvolved the
 
teaching staff,administration and communityin the change process. Inputfrom
 
these concerned sources wasessential to the development,implementation and
 
success ofthe restructuring efforts. Strong site leadership and supportive
 
districts alsofacilitated the change.
 
Several critical issues werecommonlyfound asteachers and
 
administratorsimplemented innovationsin literacy education. Curriculum and
 
classroom instruction need to bereconsidered in Ughtofthe new philosophy and
 
goals. Instructional materialsforimplementingliterature based programs may
 
notbe readily available and willbe costly. Anotherissue,incompatibility
 
between the new,innovative practices and traditional measures of performance,
 
such asstandardized and basal tests will take time to work out. Theissue of
 
remediation has also begunto be viewed differently. Research hasshown that
 
early interventionis the mosteffective method. Many professionals are coming
 
to the conclusion thatitis more costeffective toimplementearly intervention
 
than provide years of services. One approach which is being successfully
 
implemented in schools thatare restructuring is Reading Recovery.
 
Twoimportantissues atrestructuring schools are faculty relations and
 
staff development. Administrators had to take a strong leadership role. It was
 
found thatthey needed to be the resource to facilitate the change for teachers
 
who were willing to take onthe challenges and those who had to be brought
 
along gradually. The most difficultissue regarding staffdevelopmentcontinues
 
to be how to provide the bestprogram with limited financial and human
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resources. Staff developmentcan notbe solely anoccasionalinservice,it needs
 
to be thorough and on-going.
 
All schools thatrecognize the need to restructure their approach toliteracy
 
education will have toforge their own path. Each school will have to develop a
 
program designed to fit their particular population and available resources.
 
However,a review ofcurrent programsimplementing change demonstrates that
 
there are common grounds. Irmovationsand practices can be adapted to suit
 
individual settings. Both early intervention programs,Reading Recoveryand
 
Descubriendo La Lectura,canbe successfully implemented to supportearly
 
literacy as partofa restructuring effort. In striving to offer aU students
 
meaningfulliteracy experiences the value ofreviewingliterature onsuccessful
 
practice enhances the eventualresulting programs.
 
Reading Recovery
 
Good teachingin the regular classrooms mustbe the first priorityfor
 
educators(Clay,1985). However,evenin the bestofclassrooms,with caring,
 
noticing teachers,some children do notdemonstrate thesame rate of progress.
 
Earlyintervention can assist children having difficulty in acquiring the necessary
 
strategies to achieve early literacy. Reading Recovery is an early intervention
 
program thatwasdesigned to help first grade students atrisk ofdeveloping
 
reading difficulties.
 
TheReading Recovery program wasdeveloped by Marie M.Clay,a noted
 
educator and psychologistfrom New Zealand. Clayconducted researchin New
 
Zealand whichled to the design oftechniquesfor detecting early reading
 
difficulties and the developmentofthe Reading Recovery programin 1979. The
 
program gives thelowestperforming students anopportimity to learn strategies
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necessary to accelerate to the average level ofthe class.
 
Reading Recovery is baSed onsound philosophical principles. Its basic
 
tenets are thatreading is a strategic process thattakes place in the reader's mind;
 
thatreading and writing areinterconnected,reciprocal processes;that children
 
learn toread by reading;that accelerated progress is possible and thatit is most
 
productive to intervene early before children becometrapped in a cycle of
 
readingfailure(Clay,1985). Pinnell(1989)stated that,"Reading Recovery
 
teachers hold assumptions tentatively because the complex processes they are
 
talking aboutcannotbe directly observed"(pg.169). The teachersinvolved in the
 
Reading Recovery program revise their theories as theyobserve,read pertinent
 
literature,discuss with peers and are involved in the daily interaction with
 
children.
 
Implementationin the United States
 
In 1984,Reading Recovery wasintroduced in the United States. Ajoint
 
effortofthe Ohio DepartmentofEducation,ColumbusPublic Schoolsand Ohio
 
State University providedfundingforimplementation. Clay and Barbara
 
Watson,the National Director ofReading Recovery in New Zealand,were
 
invited to OhioState University to train Reading Recovery teachers and teacher
 
leaders. The program piloted during1984-85demonstrated results which
 
encouraged district-wide implementationfor thefollowing year. By 1987-88
 
Reading Recovery waswellestablished throughoutthe stateofOhio(Pinnell,
 
Fried&Estice,1990;Pinnell,1989).
 
Reading Recoveryimplementation wasinitiated in California in 1991-92.
 
A training site wasestablished at California State University,San Bernardino.
 
The California program hasshown rapid growth. Many districts trained their
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ownteacherleaders and have begun training their ownteachers. Three
 
university sites throughoutthe state began providing training during the 1993-94
 
school year(Reading Recovery in California,1991-93,1994).
 
LessonFramework
 
The Reading Recovery program provides intense,one-on-one instruction
 
for thelowestachieving firstgrade students. Itis intended to be a short-term
 
intervention,moststudents are able to complete the program in 12-20 weeks.
 
Reading Recovery teachers are trained to help pupils develop strategies to
 
become successfulreaders. Thelessonsfocusonthe child's strengths. The lesson
 
framework developsreading and writing abilities through the use of natural
 
language,supportive conversation,and predictable text(Clay,1985).
 
The Reading Recovery teacher works closely with classroom teachers.
 
Those first grade pupils whichthe classroom teacher hasobserved having
 
difficulties are given a seriesofdiagnostic tests. The ObservationSurvey ofearly
 
literacy achievementconsists ofthefollowing six measures; letter identification,
 
word test,concepts about print,writing vocabulary,dictation testand text
 
readinglevel(Clay,1985). Clay(1993a)noted that,"...noone task is satisfactory
 
as an assessmentonitsown"(pg.43). Systematic observation ofthe child's
 
behavior provide valuable insightsonhow effectively the child is able to
 
problem solve.
 
The initialtwo weeksof Reading Recovery are focused on whatthe child
 
knows. Clay(1993a)wrote,"In complex learning,whatis alreadyknown
 
provides the learner with a useful context within which toembed new learning"
 
(pg.20). Thistime period is known as"Roaming Around the Known." The
 
teacher is expected toencouragethe flexible use ofwhatthe child knows until he
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is comfortable with the knowledge.
 
A typical tutoring session would include thesecomponents: reading
 
familiar books,readingthe previous day's new book while the teacher takes a
 
running record,writing a story,working with a cut-up sentence and reading a
 
new book. The program is differentfor each child. Eachlesson has aframework/
 
however the teacher and the child are involved in an oralinteraction which
 
guides the teacher's responses and questions(Pinnell,Fried&Estice,1990).
 
Lessons are holisticin nature and designed to assistthe pupilsin
 
developing effective strategies. Children are supported through a "scaffold"
 
(Bruner,1975)processin their understanding ofnew knowledge. The teachers
 
work within each child'szoneof proximaldevelopment(Vygostsky,1978,1962).
 
Teachers are trained to capitalize on the child's strengths as they continue to
 
challenge them to new insights.
 
Childrenin the Reading Recovery program are taughtto use cues and
 
strategies. "Theylearn toread byreading and to write by writing. They develop
 
the ability to solve problemsby using whatClay(1985)called "their theories of
 
the world and their theories of writtenlanguage"(pg.71). Children thatdevelop
 
a system ofstrategies which they canapply to any situation are considered ready
 
to discontinue. Those children who discontinue the program will be able to work
 
atthe average oftheir class and will have the strategies necessaryfor a self-

improving system. These children will continue toimprove as they read and
 
write(Clay,1993).
 
Staff Development
 
Theimplementation ofReading Recovery requires that teachers
 
participate ina year long training taughtby a certified teacher leader. Teachers
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participate initially inasummerinservice tolearn how to administer the
 
Observation Survey. Thisisfollowed by weekly sessions throughoutthe year.
 
Teachersin training simultaneouslyimplementthe program with children. Class
 
sessions typically include the observation oftwolessons behind a two-way glass.
 
Eachteacher in training is expected toteach behind the classtwoor three times
 
during the school year. The teacher leader guidesthe class session asteachers
 
observe the lesson. Asteachers participate in discussions they learn and refine
 
skillsthey will use in their own teaching. After observing the behind the glass
 
lessons,teachers participate in reflective discussion and demonstrationsof
 
techniquesby the teacher leader(Pinnell,1989).
 
The staffdevelopmentcomponentofReading Recovery was developed as
 
recommended by Clay's initial research team. The research team consisted of
 
concerned New Zealand educators. The researchers that participated in the
 
projectfelt thatthe learning process they had gone through would bea beneficial
 
processfor the teachers to gothrough as well. The aspects ofthe process
 
included reading and discussing theoretical materials,gatheringinformation
 
aboutthe students,learning techniquesfor assessing the children'sstrengths and
 
needs,taking and analyzingrunning records,learning techniquesfor effective
 
strategy instruction and learning to be noticing teachers able to make appropriate
 
decisions based on the children's behaviors.
 
Theoriginalteam ofresearchersrecommended thatthe lessons behind-

the-glassbe partofthe training model. Theysuggested thatthe discussions
 
during the sessions clarified and increased the understandingsofconcepts. The
 
observation oflessons wasfelt to be powerfulin assisting teachers as they
 
predicted,discussed and hypothesized. The behind-the-glasslessons help the
 
teachersin training to build a"case-by-case"information sourceon which to base
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their instructional decisions(Lyons,Pinnell&DeFord,1993).
 
AnimportantaspectofReading Recovery staffdevelopmentmodelis the
 
continuation oftraining. Teachers whohave completed their initial training
 
continue to haveinteraction with their peers as they are expected to participate in
 
atleastsix continuing contactsessions per year. These sessionsfollow thesame
 
generalformatas the training year classes.
 
The Reading Recovery training modelis uniquein thatit provides
 
teachers an opportunity to learn as they teach,to test their budding hypothesis
 
and theories and to extend their learning through the on-going observationofthe
 
children they are teaching. The modeldoesnotfollow prescribed,step-by-step
 
routines. The Reading Recoveryinteractive staff development model provides
 
the key to the successofthe program(Lyons,Pinnell&DeFord,1993). It
 
provides the theoretical background,techniques and strategiesfor teachers to
 
make effective,powerful decisions astheysupportthe childrenin their literacy
 
acquisition.
 
Clay(1982)reported thatreading failure canbe,"...reduced only bythe
 
veryearly detection of difficulties achieved bythe accurate monitoring ofthe
 
earliest stages oflearning"(pg.166). Reading Recovery giveslow achieving
 
young learnersan avenue to avoid this failure. Fullimplementation ofthe
 
Reading Recovery program will greatly reduce the number ofchildren requiring
 
special services. Reading Recovery is a research based,educationallysound
 
early intervention program which can provide an avenue to the achievementof
 
literacy for children.
 
DescubriendoLa Lectura
 
Research supports bilingual education which uses the child's native
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language for initial literacy instruction. Initial successin native languageliteracy
 
hasbeenfound to provide a solid foundationfor subsequentsuccessin second
 
language literacy(Medina,1988;Thonis,1981:Leyba,1978). Spanish is the first
 
language ofabout85percentofthe language minority studentsin the United
 
States(Crawford,1989;Fradd&Tikunoff,1987). Instructional programs which
 
utilize the student's firstlanguagein developing cognitive and academic skills
 
have demonstrated significantly better results than those which emphasize
 
immersioninthesecond language. Incorporating the child'slanguage and
 
culture into the school program also appears to provide a significant predictor of
 
their academicsuccessin both the firstand second languages.
 
Students whose primarylanguage is Spanish and whoare receiving
 
literacy instruction inSpanish may also require special attention. Unfortunately,
 
mostremedialprograms provide the interventionin English which serves to
 
further confuse this particular population. Descubriendo La Lectura,the
 
reconstruction ofReading RecoveryinSpanish,was developed as a resultofthe
 
need for an early intervention for children receiving initial literacy instructionin
 
Spanish(Escamilla&Andrade,1992).
 
DevelopmentofDescubriendoLa Lectura
 
In 1988,Tucson Unified School Districtbegan toimplementReading
 
Recovery. Teachers trainingin Reading Recoverybegan to concurrently develop
 
the Spanish adaptation ofthe program. The projectidentified culturally relevant
 
literature for use in the program. Initially,manybooks had to be translated from
 
Englishinto Spanish. TheSpanish version ofthe DiagnosticSurvey was
 
developed. Ihe observationaltasks were thesame asin the English version.
 
Analyses ofthe validity and reliability ofthe Spanish DiagnosticSurvey were
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conducted. Thesurvey wasestablished to be valid,reliable and comparable to
 
the English DiagnosticSurvey(Escamilla,Basurto,Andrade&Ruiz,1991).
 
LessonFramework
 
Childrenidentified through the use ofthe Spanish Diagnostic Survey as
 
needing Descubriendo La Lectura begin the program by"Roaming Around the
 
BCnown." Teachers are trained to utilize thistime to build rapportand encourage
 
the flexible use ofwhatthe child knows until heis comfortable using his
 
knowledgein a variety ofsituations. Lessonsfollow astandard formatincluding
 
the reading offamiliar books,the reading ofthe previous day'snew book while
 
the teacher takes a running record,writing a story,rearranging a cut-up story
 
and reading a new book(Escamilla&Andrade,1992).
 
Each child'slesson and repertoire offamiliar booksis different as teachers
 
are trained tofollow the child. Childrerx aresupported in their attemptsas they
 
develop a system ofstrategies which theycan apply to any situation. Pupils who
 
discontinue the program are able to work atthe average oftheir class and havein
 
place the necessary shategiesfor aself-extending system. These children
 
continue toimprove asthey continue to read and write(Clay,1993b).
 
StaffDevelopment
 
The training of DescubriendoLa Lectura teachers can be accomplished in
 
two ways. One would befor teachers to participate in the training program
 
solelyinSpanish. The teacher would then work with onlySpanish children.
 
Another way would befor the teacher to complete trainingin Reading Recovery
 
and participatein a"bridging"into DescubriendoLa Lectura. The bridging
 
would require asummer sessionand a year long commitment. The teacher could
 
then teach both English and Spanish pupils. Appropriate training is critical to
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the successful and effective ImplementationofDescubriendoLaLectura.
 
Escamilla and Andrade(1992)caution,"This program is notsimply a collection
 
of materials and lesson plans thatcan be purchased and disseminated to teachers
 
ina'quick and easy'1-day preservice meeting. Good DLL[DescubriendoLa
 
Lectura]programs will need to have training corhponents specific to Spanish
 
literacy thatincludesociocultural consideration ofthe learners"(pg.223).
 
Early literacy programsin the child's nativelanguage supported by
 
effective early intervention programssuch as Reading Recovery and
 
Descubriendo La Lectura can provide the avenuefor the achievementofearly
 
literacy for all students. Ruiz(1992)stated,"...Descubriendo La Lectura creates
 
anenvironmentthat validates the culturalbackground and firstlanguage of
 
language-minority children,enabling these students to becomegood readersin
 
twolanguages"(pg.12). Children able to becomeliterate intwolanguages will
 
have better opportunities tobe successfulin their academic and social careers.
 
Holistic,primarylanguage early literacy programs with thesupportofeffective
 
early intervention programssuch as Reading Recoveryand Descubriendo La
 
Lectura canfacilitate such a successfulfuture.
 
Summary
 
The work ofmajor researcherssupportsthe developmentofa holistic
 
setting where students are validated and empowered to becomelifelong readers
 
and writers. Wholelanguageteachers develop anevolving philosophyand
 
"practice whatthey preach." The pursuitofliteracy in a holistic classroom is a
 
shared effort; itis notjustthe teacher's agenda,the students have a clear voice.
 
Reallearning takes place within a social context.
 
Current holistic educational practices have a solid theoreticalbase.
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Teachersform their philosophiesbased onsuch theories asPiaget's theory of
 
developmentalstages,Vygostky's theory thezone of proximal developmentand
 
Bruner'stheory ofscaffolding teacher/studentinteractions. Holistic teachers
 
read research and currentliterature;they refine their philosophy through
 
collegiate interaction,kid-watching and reflective teaching.
 
Bilingualeducation whichemphasizes the successful achievementofearly
 
literacy in the child's nativelanguage hasbeenfound to provide a solid
 
foimdationfor subsequentsuccessin second languageliteracy. Research has
 
shown thata large percentage ofthelanguage minority studentsin the United
 
States are Spanish dominant. For these children,initial literacy instructional
 
programs which utilize Spanish in developing cognitive and academicskills have
 
demonstrated significantly better resultsthatprograms whichemphasize
 
immersioninthe second language.
 
Educators are striving toimplementearly literacy in holistic classrooms,
 
however,evenin the bestofclassrooms,with noticing teachers,some children
 
maynotdemonstrate thesamerate of progress. Early intervention hasbeen
 
found to assist children who have difficultyin acquiring the necessary strategies
 
to achieve earlyliteracy, Reading Recovery is an effective early intervention
 
program designed to help first grade students atrisk of developing reading
 
difficulties. Students whose primarylanguage is Spanish and who are receiving
 
literacy instruction inSpanish may also require special attention. Descubriendo
 
La Lectura is the application ofReading Recovery methodsfor Spanish speaking
 
students receiving instruction in their primarylanguage.
 
A holistic primarylanguage early literacy program with thesupportof
 
effective early intervention programssuch as Reading Recovery and
 
Descubriendo La Lectura hasthe potential to developempowered learners who
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willbecome successful reader and writers. By striving to provide a holistic
 
setting teachers willbestriving to createjoyfullearners who will celebrate
 
literacy. Goodman(1986)stated:
 
If kids are in wholelanguage programs with wholelanguage
 
teachers rightfrom the beginning,there are going to be a lot
 
fewer readers and writers introuble. Wholelanguage teachers
 
work at developing thefullrange oflanguagefunctionsin the
 
contextofthe culture(s)ofthe learners. They are effective kid-

watchers whosee quickly when kids are notdeveloping and
 
find alternatives that will turn them onand getthem moving.
 
Mostimportant,they believe kids have whatittakes to become
 
literate. They won'tblame them for their lack ofsuccess.
 
Rather,they'll build on their strengths and encourage them to
 
believe in themselves and their ability tobecome literate
 
(Pg- 58).
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GOALSANDLIMITATIONS
 
The purposeof this projectis toreview currenteducationaltheoriesand
 
philosophiesand develop a modelwhichemphasizes holistic approachestothe
 
developmentofearly literacy. The holistic viewpointsuggests thatthe strategies
 
in the modelcould beimplemented regardlessofthe primarylanguage ofthe
 
classroom. Theintentofthe projectis notto provide a manualfor the
 
implementationofwholelanguage or early literacy. Rather,itis to spark
 
sufficientinterestin the philosophies and theories discussed asto cause readers
 
to delvefurther into the research and literature on their own. By providing the
 
collection ofsignificantliteracy approaches,the author hopes to provide the
 
reader the path tobegin to change.
 
The model willbe geared mainlyto kindergartenand first grade teachers.
 
However manyofthe holistic approaches to literacy which will be discussed can
 
beimplemented atany grade level. The change processcan beinitiated withjust
 
one committed individual. Theearly intervention modelssuggested(Reading
 
Recoveryand Descubriendo La Lectura)will require a district and school
 
commitmentastheyinvolve a monetary costand university training.
 
Animportantlimitation to this projectis time. It would be more powerful
 
ifit were possible to pilotthe project and documentthe results ofthe
 
implementation. Dueto the time constraints,this is notpossible.
 
Another limitation is thatthe projectis notintended to be all inclusive.
 
The holistic philosophy supportsthis limitation as wholelanguage teachers are
 
expected tocontinue to read,learn and develop in their theories and practices.
 
Approaches,strategies and suggestions willbe provided asexamples.
 
Another limitation willbe the complicated series ofissuesinvolved in
 
creating systemic change. Individuals mayfind iteasier to start changing,
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accepting and developing a holistic perspective and implementing elementsof
 
the wholelanguage approach. Convincing site and district administrators will
 
take time. Implementinginnovationsthatappear initially costly such as Reading
 
Recovery and DescubriendoLa Lectura make take time as well.
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APPENDIX A: EARLYLITERACY MODEL
 
Introduction
 
Currentresearch supports the implementation ofa holistic approach to
 
early literacy. Aseducators,weseem tobein the midstofa revolutionin early
 
education. The professional literature abounds with articleson wholelanguage,
 
early literacy and reconstruction efforts. Conferences,workshopsand seminars
 
claim to provide the mostup-to-date speakers and notebooks with the latest
 
interventions and materials. Teachersfeeloverwhelmed and intimidated by the
 
jargon. Makingthe transitionfrom traditionalinstruction to wholelanguage is a
 
process thatoncebegun will never end. Teachersthatembarkonthisjourney
 
will continue to read,reflecton their teaching and take risks. They will strive to
 
makeliteracy a priority and create a meaningfullearning environmentfor
 
themselvesand their pupils.
 
Wholelanguage is nota prepackaged program. Assuch,the value of
 
reading research and currentliterature to assistin theformulation ofa working
 
theory ofhow children learn can notbe over emphasized. Teachers attempting
 
toimplementa holistic early literacy program need to give themselvestime to
 
reflect and creditfor their attempts,whether initially successful or not. The
 
wholelanguage philosophyimpactsthe entire curriculum;teachers need to be
 
realistic and flexible in their planning. Planning willbe moreeffective when it is
 
based on theoryand runsconcurrent with praxis.
 
Holistic approachescan makeliteracy accessible to more children in
 
today's classrooms. Unfortunately,however,even with noticing teachers
 
utilizing holistic strategies,some children still do notdemonstrate thesame rate
 
of progress. Research hasshownthatit is mosteffective to intervene early.
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Reading Recovery is a research and theory based effective early intervention for
 
first grade children experiencing difficulties in acquiring the necessary strategies
 
to achieve early literacy in English. Itis logical thatfirst gradestudents whose
 
primarylanguage is Spanish and whoare receiving literacy instruction in
 
Spanish will also require special attention. Descubriendo La Lectura is the
 
applicationofReading Recovery methodsfor Spanish speaking children whoare
 
receiving instruction in their primarylanguage. The available data concerning
 
these programs demonstrates thatthey are aneffective early intervention.
 
This projectis mainly geared to kindergartenand first grade teachers.
 
Currentresearch clearly points outthatliteracy needs to happen early. The
 
classroom environmentneedsto provide young children the opportunities to
 
become literate. The model willemphasize holistic approachestothe
 
developmentofearly literacy. The strategies and approaches suggested in this
 
modelcan beimplemented regardless ofthe primarylanguage ofthe classroom.
 
The early intervention programs which are strongly suggested ascompanions to
 
this modelare designed for first grade students.
 
The model will discuss thelearning environmentin a wholelanguage
 
classroom including the physicalenvironment,classroom managementand
 
necessary resources. Holistic approachesto reading and writingincluding
 
reading aloud,shared reading,guided reading,independentreading,writing
 
aloud,shared writing,guided writing and independentwriting will be
 
presented. Centers willbe suggested as an avenue to provide children
 
opportunities to develop and solidify their strategies. The model will also
 
discuss integration ofcontent areasand assessmentand evaluation. Finally,the
 
project will discuss early interventions for at-risk students,implementation
 
timeline and presentconclusions.
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The Learning Environment
 
Theenvironmentin a wholelanguage classroom is supportive and
 
exciting. Children are notexpected to be perfect;they are free to make mistakes
 
and approximations. A holistic teacher understandshow childrenlearn and
 
provides ampletime and diverse opportunitiesfor literacy development.
 
Theintangible environmentin a wholelanguage classroom is guided by
 
Cambourne's(1988)conditions oflearning. These conditions areimmersion,
 
demonstration,expectation,responsibility,use,approximation,response,and
 
engagement. Childrenina holistic setting are immersed in print. The walls are
 
covered with print,often itis the children'sown writing and books. The teacher
 
immerseschildren in texts. They have access to numerousbooks,magazines,
 
environmental printand newspapers. In the wholelanguage classroom the
 
teacher facilitateslearning by appropriate demonstration. Children are lead on
 
the road to literacy by the teacher's demonstrations ofhow language works.
 
Modeling ofreading,writing,listening and speaking activities take place
 
consistently. In a holistic classroom theinherentexpectation is thatthe learners
 
willbecome literate. Childrenare expected tobe active learners,to make choices,
 
to have a voicein their learning. Itis the responsibility ofthe learners tolearn.
 
The classroom curriculum is ajointeffort ofthe teacher and pupils. The whole
 
language teacher provides opportunitiesfor the children to use and practice their
 
tentative literacy skills in authentic tasks. Students are comfortable and take
 
risks;their approximations are valued as partofthelearning process. Relevant
 
feedback is provided to the learners. The teacher's responses are positive,
 
appropriate and timely. The children view themselves aslearners,they are
 
engaged in their questfor literacy.
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ThePhysicalEnvironment
 
All wholelanguage classrooms willlooksomewhatdifferent. Teachers
 
implementing holistic approaches willbe at differentlevels ofimplementation
 
and will beindividually differentin their classroom set-up. The physical
 
environmentofa wholelanguage classroom characteristically includes certain
 
areas:
 
-A central placefor the whole class to come together.
 
- Various placesfor group work such as tables for group discussion or
 
cooperative work,a library corner,a listening area,special interest centers.
 
-Placesfor individuals or partners to work such as a quiet writing center,
 
a publishing area,a reading corner.
 
- Areasfor displaying the children's products.
 
Wholelanguageempowerseach teacher to make theory based decisions
 
regarding their teaching. The physical environmentofa holistic classroom has
 
established areas with purpose and meaning to the learners,yetitis flexible and
 
dynamic. The children have ownership of their room,they are aware of the
 
expectations. The classroom provides anenvironmentin which children can
 
become literate.
 
Classroom Management
 
Successfulimplementation dependson good classroom management. A
 
wholelanguage classroom at first glance may appear unstructured. It is not. The
 
routines in the classroom need to be predictable,rules mustbestated and
 
enforced. Systemsshould be established for the storage and organization of
 
materials. Theinvolvementofthe children in the managementoftheir classroom
 
is critical. Children need to understand the reasonsfor the various settings in
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their classroom.
 
Childrenin a wholelanguage classroom are actively learning. Assuch,
 
they will move,talk and interact with their peers. Teachers need to provide the
 
parametersfor the children. Theyshould plan,model,organize and prepare the
 
setting to provide the purposefor the children'sinteractions. Modeling of all
 
expected behaviorsis essential to the successfulimplementationofthe program.
 
Kindergarten and first grade holistic teachers are aware ofthe power of
 
modeling the variousexpected behaviors. Young children need to widenthe
 
rangeofoptions available to them in their search for expression. The teacher
 
needsto provide the modelfor the children to emulate. Those behaviors which
 
are expected to be exhibited in the schoolsetting need to be modeled. Young
 
childrencome to school with many appropriate behaviorsin place,however,
 
many children will still need tolearn a variety ofsocial,as well as academic
 
behaviorsin their first years ofschool.
 
Young childrenin holistic classrooms are happy,active learners. They
 
experience immediate,inherent gratification. The classroom curriculum is
 
designed to be relevantand meaningful. Teachersbuild onthe children's
 
strengths,they validate approximations. The children are notafraid to take risks.
 
Teachers use verbal andwritten praise liberally. The children experience thejoy
 
oflearning,their accomplishments are valued.
 
Classroom Resources
 
A wholelanguage classroom requires a variety ofresources. The most
 
essential is books. The program requires that manybooksbe available atlevels
 
which are appropriatefor the children and the activity. Other resources include:
 
-Quality children's literaturefor reading silently and aloud.
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-Big books which can be utilized for shared book experience.
 
-Audio tapes with booksfor the listening center.
 
-Poems,chartsand songsfor the children to read.
 
-Environmental printwhichthe childrenrecognize and read
 
-Real world reading materialsuch as newspapers,maps,catalogues,
 
magazines.
 
-Dictionariesand encyclopedias as reference sources.
 
Individuals attempting toimplementwholelanguageon theirown will
 
find it initially costly. However,manybook clubshave become awareofthe
 
need forinexpensive quality literature and are offering better books atcheaper
 
prices. Somecompaniesare also offering setsoftitles in groupings which maybe
 
appropriatefor guided reading groups. Many titles have been translated to
 
Spanish and there is anincreasing number oforiginalSpanish stories which are
 
appropriatefor includingin an early literacy program.
 
Teachers will need tospend time reading and examining manybooksto
 
develop and refine the ability to match the bookstothe children. There are no
 
specificformulasfor determining the appropriateness ofa particular book,
 
however,there is a helpful continuum ofpatterns or descriptors which can assist
 
in assessing the difficulty ofthe text(Peterson,1988). Teachers will need tolook
 
atseveralinteractingfactors as they make decisions regarding the complexity of
 
texts,such as,thelanguage patterns,vocabulary,the levelofsupport provided
 
bythe illustration,the narrative style,and the contentin relationship to the
 
children's interest. The process maybecome easier as similar books are
 
compared(DeFord,Lyons&Firmell,1991).
 
Several aspects canbelooked at whenattempting to group booksbylevels
 
of difficulty. Peterson(1988)identified some general characteristics which can be
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helpfulin this endeavor. The very early,easier books willtend to have a
 
repetitive pattern,consistent placementof print,familiar orallanguage
 
structures,objects and actions and illustrations which provide the readers high
 
support. The nextlevelin the hierarchy will continue to usesome repetitive
 
patterns,however the opening or closing sentence may change,the orallanguage
 
willremain predominantlyfamiliar and the illustrations will continue to provide
 
fairly high supportto the reader. The nextcategory will utilize somerepetitive
 
phrases,refrains or sentences,however,thelanguage becomesless dependenton
 
the familiar oral structures,'book"languageis more apparentand the
 
illustrations provide moderatesupport. In the nextgrouping,as the texts
 
become more difficult,the sentence patterns used varythroughoutthe story,
 
there mayberepeated patternsin cumulativeformat,writtenlanguagestructures
 
are common,the charactersengagein dialogue and the illustrations provide the
 
reader less support. Thebooksin the highestlevel ofthis hierarchy have story
 
lines with elaborate events,extended descriptions utilizing literarylanguage
 
with challenging vocabulary and the illustrationsprovide the reader very little
 
support.
 
Thesuggested guidelinescanbe utilized to assist holistic teachers in
 
selecting appropriate instructional materialsfor the childrenin the classroom.
 
The purposeof the activity willinfluence thebook selection. Teacherscan use
 
higher level booksfor read aloud and shared reading. The books utilized for
 
guided reading activities will also have tobe carefully selected. The ability to
 
matchthe book to the child or group willimprove with time. Careful
 
observation ofthe children and knowledge oftheir interests and abilities will
 
assistin the selection ofthe mostappropriate book.
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Approaches to Early Literacy
 
A balanced literacy program willinclude various approachesto reading
 
and writing. Each approach or elementserves a specific purpose and willbe
 
geared ata particular classroom grouping,such as whole class,smallgroup or
 
individuals. Routman(1991),Mooney(1990)and Butler(1988)described,with
 
some variance as to how many need tobeincluded in a balanced program,the
 
elements which willbe presented in this model.
 
The approachesto reading which willbe described include reading aloud,
 
shared reading,guided reading and independentreading. The approachesto
 
writing which willbe discussed include writing aloud,shared writing,guided
 
writing and independent writing. The approachesor strategies willbe described
 
independently. However,in a holistic literacy program,reading and writing will
 
be interactive,interdependentand mutually beneficial. Strategies learned in one
 
area can be applied to the other. Writing canbe the resultofa reading activity
 
and further reading canbe the resultofa writing activity. The strategies are also
 
applicable to reading and writing in the contentareas.
 
Reading
 
Reading Aloud
 
Todevelop the children'slovefor books,teachers need toread aloud to
 
their class daily. Children willenjoylistening to their favorite stories many
 
times. The books canbesimple and repetitious or complex stories or poems.
 
Choosing storiesfrom a variety ofgenres and authors will provide childrenan
 
introduction to the rich world ofliterature. Theintentis toimmerse children in
 
quality literature.
 
In reading aloud,the teacher reads the story,poem or chapter to the class.
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This permitsthe use of morecomplex textthan thechildren could read on their
 
own. Reading aloud therefore allows the children to enjoy stories whichthey
 
can cornprehend butmaybe too difficult to read independently. Because the
 
teacher is reading,the children will receive powerful demonstrations ofhow
 
language sounds. Teachers canread withintonation and inflection and raise the
 
children'slevel ofenjoymentand comprehension. Charactersin the stories can
 
bebroughtto life,have different personalities;new vocabulary can be introduced
 
in meaningful contextand the children'simagination can be stimulated. The
 
children will develop and enrich their knowledge of oral and writtenlanguage.
 
Reading aloud to children should take place morethanonce a day.
 
Many quality booksexist which can be used for reading aloud to
 
kindergarten and first grade students. RussellHoban series aboutFrances the
 
badger,MauriceSendak books,like ChickenSoup With Rice and InThe Night
 
Kitchen,the series aboutJesse Bear by Nancy White Carlstrom andjust about
 
anyofthe many humorousbooksby RobertMunsch are wonderfultoread
 
aloud.
 
This particular approach is usually used with the whole class. However,it
 
works wellfor groupsorindividualsfor a specific purpose. A group which has
 
read a book attheir level by ian author whichthey have enjoyed maylike to hear
 
a more complex bookbythesame author. Anindividual mayenjoylistening to a
 
poem or a story which relates to an area thatthe teacher maybeaware has
 
relevancy to thatchild.
 
Shared Reading
 
Shared reading is similar to reading aloud in thatit usually involvesthe
 
whole class. The teacher will read the text,however,this approachencourages
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the children's participation in the reading. The teacher,asthe expert,provides
 
the modelfor reading the textfluently and with expression. The children are
 
encouraged to participate. The setting is relaxed,non-threatening and social.
 
The approximationsand efforts ofthe children are validated.
 
Thebooksselected for shared reading will uselanguage whichis more
 
natural to the children and will often have repetitive phrasesor predictable
 
patterns. Thebooksneed to have printlarge enoughfor all children to see.
 
Often the books used are the bigbook versions,however any quality literature
 
book with large printcanbe used. A particular favorite of manyteachersand
 
children isJoy Cowley's Mrs.Wishy Washy. Poems,chartsand songs can also be
 
copied onlarge chart paperand utilized for shared reading.
 
The teacher introducesthe title,cOver,the plotand picturesin the story.
 
The teacher willoften directthe children's attention to the printed pageby using
 
a pointer. Teachersengagethe children's attentionbyreading the story with
 
dramaticemphasis,inflection,fluency and expression. Booksthat have repetitive
 
phrases or predictable patterns are especially good selections as they engage and
 
motivate the children. The teacher will invite the children to predictand read
 
along particularly Onthe predictable or repetitive phrases. The children will
 
enjoy reading as a class;they will demonstrate vitality and feelingin their voices.
 
Because there is no pressure,all children willjoinin,mistakes will notbe noticed
 
and all readers willbe enthusiastically supported by their peers.
 
Thefirst experience ofa shared book canbe donefor enjoyment. Later
 
readingscanbe used toincorporate particular teaching points. Butler(1988)
 
recommendsthatonlyoneor twostrategies be taught per shared reading
 
session. This approachlends itself to teaching the featuresoftext. Teachers can
 
use the shared book experience to demonstrate how to handle books,teach
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reading strategies,conventions of printand written language. Holdaway(1979)
 
discusses specific procedures,examples and rationales for using big books and
 
the shared reading approach. Conventionsof printand highfrequency words
 
willbeseen repeatedly and learned naturally. The children willenjoy re-reading
 
little copiesofthe shared booksontheir own.
 
Shared book experiences physicallyinvolves the whole class in the
 
reading act. The children are sittingin close proximity,attending and
 
participating in the reading. The teacher strives to stir the children's imagination
 
and activate their interest. Children are encouraged to predictand participate in
 
the reading. Itisimportantto provide afluent modelwhile encouraging the
 
children's participation. Subsequentreadings will offer opportunitiesfor
 
teaching and more widespread participation as the children will have familiarity
 
with the text.
 
Guided Reading
 
This approach is crucial to the success ofthe literacy program. The
 
children willbeinvolved in reading booksattheir instructionallevel with the
 
teacher's guidance and support. Teachersofkindergarten students willinitially
 
spend moretimeonreading aloud and shared reading. Asthe year progresses,
 
however,many ofthe children willbeready for guided reading.
 
Guided reading should be done with small groupsofchildren who are at
 
aboutthesameinstructionallevel. For this particulair approach grouping by
 
need isstrongly recommended and will have better results. These groups are
 
flexible and may change during the year. An accurate record ofthe children's
 
reading level can be achieved by taking a running record(Clay,1993a). The
 
results ofthis assessmentmethod combined with observations ofthe behaviors
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that children mayor maynotexhibit will help guidethe session.
 
Guided reading lessons should assist childrenin developing early reading
 
strategies,fluencyand confidence. Theend resultshould be to promote
 
independence. Lessonsshould include teacher directed discussions,
 
teacher/studentand student/studentinteractions,directand indirectstrategy
 
teaching and reinforcementofthe use ofstrategies. Thebook isintroduced by
 
the teacher through a discussion. The teacher is notexpected toread the text
 
first. It is notanecho reading activity. The textselected needs to be ata level
 
whichthe group can attemptto read with the introduction and supportofthe
 
teacher.
 
The guided reading sessionis the time to teach. The classroom
 
managementsystem should be designed insuch a way as to make these sessions
 
free ofinterruptions. Lessons should be ofshort duration,20to25 minuteslong.
 
Guided reading groupsshould be small,4to6children is ideal. It is during
 
guided reading thatthe teacher canintroduce new strategies and observe what
 
children are currently usingindependently at pointof difficulty. Close
 
observation of children's behaviors will guidesubsequentlessons.
 
Guided reading sessions can havea variety ofpurposes. The piurpose will
 
guide the presentation. Thefocus maybe tointroduce a strategy,an author,a
 
literary device or a convention of print. Groups mayvary according to purpose.
 
Occasionally,the teacher may vary groupsby interest,strengths,needs or
 
reading ability. Thesamebook could be used with differentgroupsfor a
 
different purpose.
 
The guided readinglesson begins withanintroduction tothe textby the
 
teacher. The title and cover ofthe book are discussed. Children maybe asked to
 
predict whatthe story maybe aboutfrom the title. The teacher may proceed to
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explain the plotofthe story. Allthe picturesinthe text willbe discussed. The
 
teacher may ask children to locate a new word in the text after predicting whatit
 
begins with. Allresponses are validated. The childrenfeelfree to discuss and
 
commenton the pictures and the story. The setting is interactive and non­
threatening. Repetitive phrases of unusuallanguage maybe practiced. After the
 
introduction and discussionthe teacher willencourage children to read the text
 
independently as a group. The book mayberead a second time to a partner in
 
the group,into a cassette or to a stuffed reading buddy. Thebook selected
 
should provideenough challenge to students as to have them practice their
 
strategies withoutreachingfrustration level. The teacher functions within the
 
children'szone of proximaldevelopment. Theintroduction and interventions
 
should provide the scaffold for the children to understand new concepts
 
Itis likely thatfor the individuals attempting toimplement whole
 
language approaches,this elementwillbe the mostcostly toimplement. The
 
children need toread manybooksattheir instructional level. Variouscompanies
 
have developed sets ofbooks which canbe used for guided reading lessons. The
 
differentcompaniesleveltheir books according to their ownleveling strategy.
 
The only wayfor a teacher to assessifthe level is appropriate isbytaking a
 
rurming record. Theinstructional level is that whichthe child canread with
 
approximately90%to94% accuracy. Teachers willbecomebetter able tojudge
 
the level ofbooks and matchthebooks to the children's needs with practice. The
 
books that are read in the guided reading sessioncan become partofthe books
 
that are read independently or in shared sessions. It would be more
 
advantageous if it were notthe other way around as guided reading books
 
should be able to challenge the students to use their strategies butnotbe
 
frustrating or boring.
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Guided reading lessons are usuallyfollowed withsome type of
 
responding activity. These activities build on children's understanding ofthe
 
text. Allresponsesshould be initially modeled and the repertoire can be
 
increased throughoutthe school year. Children should be allowed to selectthe
 
activity they wantand occasionally to make noresponse to a particular text. Not
 
every story needsa response.
 
Responding to the literature can take theform ofdrawings,arts and crafts
 
projects,dioramas,acting outthe story,rewriting the ending,making a big book,
 
creating a new version,designing a book markor a new bookjacket,writing a
 
letter to a character or the author,comparing various versions. These activities
 
can be the work ofindividual,pairs or the whole group. Theycan also require
 
teacher assistance or be completed independently. Responding activities can be
 
utilized to reinforce shared booksand booksread aloud.
 
IndependentReading
 
Childrenshould be encouraged to read independently. Initially,
 
especially atthe beginning ofthe kindergarten year children will be readingfrom
 
memory those books which they haveenjoyed most. The textmay not match the
 
print. Building a boxofbooks thatthe children have heard manytimes and have
 
supportive,repetitious text willbe helpful. Aschildren participate in guided
 
readinglessons,the booksthey have readas a group can become partoftheir
 
readingbox. These books willberead manytimesand eachsubsequentreading
 
will help strengthen the child's reading ability.
 
Many schools use a variety ofsilentreading programsfor the independent
 
reading time. This is notoften a reality in the primary grades because young
 
children donotread silently. Hearing thelanguage ofbooks while looking atthe
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printis still a necessary partofthe processfor young children. Childrenin the
 
primary grades willreap more benefitby participating in quietreading. This can
 
be donein a specific area such as the library corner or attheir desks. Yoimg
 
children may choose toread to or with a partner,a stuffed readingbuddyor a
 
group offriends. Thetime set aside for this activity varies according to the
 
grade,for the primary grades,initially5to 10minutes maybe sufficient.
 
Writing
 
Writing Aloud
 
This approach is doneby the teacher modeling writingfor students. The
 
teacher writesinfrontofthe class and verbalizes the thinking and writing
 
processfor the children. The modelingis explicit. The teacher discussesthe
 
thinking,format,layout,spacingformation ofletters,spelling and punctuation.
 
The writing maybe doneon chart paper,the chalkboard or the overhead
 
projector.
 
Writing aloud canbe done daily in theform ofa daily message or class
 
news. The teacher can write the day'seventsor newsthatthe children have
 
shared earlier. This method offers the children an avenue to connectthe activity
 
with their lives. The children becomeengaged bythe process. Conventionsof
 
writing are modeled and discussed. Asthe year progresses,the daily news
 
activity canbecome a shared writing activity withmoreinputby the students.
 
This approach is meantto be done with the whole class and takesonly a
 
fe\v minutes. The teacher verbalizes the thoughtprocess and the actions
 
involved. The children relate thespoken word to the written word. Writing
 
aloud can be used to modelspecificformatsforvyriting such as thefriendly
 
letter. Aswith reading aloud,writing aloud canbe more powerfulif it takes
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place ona daily basis.
 
Shared Writing
 
This approachinvolves the collaborationofthe teacher and pupils.
 
Writing is negotiated. Theteacher and pupils discuss topics,meaning and words
 
choices. Shared writing is similar to sharedreadingin thatthe teacher provides
 
the supporting scaffold needed for children to accomplish writing experiences
 
whichthey could notcomplete alone. The teacher often acts asthe scribe. The
 
teacher and children discuss the topicand suggestthe text. Sentences generated
 
willbe more detailed and descriptive than those produced independently by
 
children. Thetextthatis finally written willbeimmediate and relevant to the
 
students. The children will haveincreased their ability to read the resulting text
 
by having participated in the construction. This approach can be used with the
 
whole class,small groupsorindividual children.
 
Shared writing provides an avenuefor modeling ofthe conventionsof
 
writing such as spelling,pimctuation and grammar. This activity is helpfulfor
 
students who are able to produce elaborate oral stories buthave difficulty
 
writing. The teacher providesthe supportiveenvironmentfor these reluctant
 
writers.
 
Shared writing canbe used for recordinglanguageexperience stories. The
 
childrencan generate a story orally and the teacher writes their story. These
 
stories use the child'slanguage and are relevantto the children. Since the
 
language experience story usesthe child'slanguage,it willbe easyfor the
 
children toread.
 
Shared writing can also be utilized with the daily news activity. The
 
children can haveinputin the developmentofthe messageand can also share in
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the writing. Initially they mayonly write their name or a particular sound they
 
can hear in a word. Asthe year progresses,they can write wordsor entire
 
sentences.
 
Anotherform ofshared writing is interactive writing(Pirmell&
 
McCarrier,1994;McKenzie,1988). The teacher and students collaborate in the
 
construction ofthe message. Ininteractive writing,the children haveinputin the
 
developmentofthe message and the children share the pen. This approach must
 
be structured to create a message thatthe childrencan read independently.
 
Guided Writing
 
Imthis approach the teacher is the facilitator. The child doesthe writing.
 
The teacher supportsand suggests options. Theownership ofthe productis the
 
child's. Guided writing maytake place with the whole class,a small groupor
 
one-to-one.
 
The teacher providesfor studentsthe"sounding board"for their ideas.
 
The teacher helpsstudents to clarify their thinking and discover how to say what
 
they are thinking meaningfully. The role ofthe teacher is to suggestand support,
 
not director prescribe. Children are expected to apply their newly acquired
 
skills tosubsequent pieces of writing.
 
This approach,like guided readingshould take place after the children
 
have had many opportunities to see how writing worksthrough writing aloud
 
and shared writing. In guided writing mechanicsor skills are taught
 
strategically. The teacher usesthe contextof authentic writing situations to teach
 
strategies asthey are needed(Graves,1983;Turbill,1982). The intentofguided
 
writing is to assist writersin their attempts,tolead them to writing
 
independently.
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First grade teachers maychose to devise a writer's workshopformatto
 
incorporate the writing process. The childrencan workindividually,in pairs or
 
groups. Childrencan participate the processof writing,(Walshe,1981,1980)
 
moving through the stages,drafting,revising and publishing as they become
 
confident writers. Teachers need to modelthe possible stages and the purposes
 
andformsof writing. Children can receive assistance atany stage ofthe writing
 
by conferencing with the teacher.
 
IndependentWriting
 
Childrencanbegin writingindependently attheir level assoon as they
 
enter school. Kindergarten children candraw and write in theirjournals.
 
Initially this writing mayconsistofscribbles,shapes or letters. Mostchildren
 
will begin to add more asthe year progresses. Independent writingis done
 
withoutteacher intervention.
 
Interactivejournals can be used in the primary classrooms. Children write
 
in thesejournals and the teacher writes a response toeach entry. The response
 
does notinvolve correcting the child's writing. Itis simply a comment,often
 
expressing agreementor curiosity phrased in a positive manner. Thecomment
 
should relate to writing. The child's language can be used in the response. Ifthe
 
journalentry says,"The tree is green,"the responsescould be simply,"Great
 
green tree!","Ilike your green tree"or "I have a green treein my yard." In
 
kindergarten,it would advantageous to sit with the children as they are working
 
in theirjournals. The response should be relevant to whatthe child is"writing."
 
It would be powerfulifthe child could observe as the teacher writes the
 
response. Ittakestime torespond toeach child'sjournal. However,the
 
responses do notneed tobelong and the modeling and attention to the writing
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activity are conduciveto more writing.
 
Holistic Centers
 
Ina holistic early literacy classroom,the environmentprovides children
 
many opportunities to develop and solidify their strategies. Centerscan provide
 
children witha variety ofreading and writing experiences. The centers allow the
 
children to manipulate familiar materialsindependently. Allcentersshould be
 
thoroughly introduced and modeled. The centerscanbe used as partofthe
 
responding to literature activities. Centers which canbeincorporated include:
 
ArtCenter -The children can use a variety of arts and craft materials to
 
create artifacts.
 
Science Center-This area can display hands-on experiments,scienceitems
 
relating to the literature,lab equipment,non-fiction texts.
 
Listening Center-This center canbe used to listen to store boughtstories
 
or the children's recorded stories.
 
DramaCenter-In this area the children can playacttheir favorite story.
 
Puppetsor costumescan be provided.
 
Writing Center-This center provides the children with a variety of
 
writing materials. Paper in differentshapes,sizes and colors is available.
 
Pens,pencils and markers are also available. A classroom postoffice may
 
beincorporated with this center.
 
Book Making Center -This area can also house a variety of writing
 
materials. Construction paper,staplers and cardboard can also be
 
availablefor the authorsto create little books.
 
Research Center-Non-fiction books are housed in this area. Globesand
 
mapsare availablefor the children tofind answersto their questions.
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Library Center -Manybooks are housed in a cozy inviting area. A carpet,
 
pillows and stuffed"readingbuddies"make this area appealing to
 
children.
 
Other activities whichcanbe used as centersinclude the big book center,
 
the poetry chartcenter,the pocketchartcenter,the overhead projector center,the
 
flannelboard center and thechalkboard center. Children may also enjoy"reading
 
the room"during center time. Teacherscan provide special pointers,wandsand
 
oversized glassesfor this activity.
 
Integrating ContentAreas
 
In a holistic setting all language processes are integrated across the
 
curriculum. Integration ofthe language arts needs to be in place before
 
attempting toimplementanintegrated curriculum. Integration meansthat
 
concepts and understanding are developed in social contextsand the related
 
activities are relevantandimportantto the concepts thatare being developed.
 
Integration ofmajor concepts can take place on a variety oflevels aslong aS
 
language arts,reading,writing,speaking and listening areinterrelated and
 
consistent with holistic philosophy. Teachers whobecome comfortable
 
integrating the language arts throughliterature maybeready to begin
 
integrating language arts across the curriculurn. The process ofbecominga
 
wholelanguage teacher andthe process ofintegrating the curriculum are
 
endeavors that will taketime toimplementsuccessfully.
 
Unitsin a wholelanguage classroom are initially explored by the teacher.
 
The unitdevdopsas the childrenand the teacher discover whatthey know
 
regarding the subject,whatthey would like tofind out,how to arrive at the
 
knowledge and how to assess whether they haveinfactfound outwhatthey
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wanted to know. Units developed in a holistic setting take offin directions
 
which preplanned units may nothaveforeseen. Wholelanguage teachers are
 
able tofollow the lead ofthe children. The students are engaged and have
 
ownership ofthe knowledge they are pursuing.
 
Concentratingonthe developmentofthelanguage arts often meansthat
 
something is neglected. Developing math strategies and skills can be the area
 
thatfalls by the wayside. Aneffective program for kindergarten and first grade
 
studentsfor mathis Mary Baratta Norton's Math Their Way. This program
 
emphasizes exploration and manipulationsofconcrete objects to gain abstract
 
mathematicalknowledge.Teachers whobecome adeptatintegrating the
 
curriculum mayfind thatthe curiosity ofchildren can raise higher level
 
mathematicalissuesfor whichthey need teacher supportto arrive atthe answer,
 
butwhich are more meaningfullearning experiencesthan contrived problems.
 
AssessmentAnd Evaluation
 
It's Elementary(1992),the elementary grades task force report,madea
 
series ofrecommendationsregarding authentic assessment. Theyrecommended
 
thatCalifornia continue developing a system ofauthentic,performance based
 
assessments that measured thefullscope ofthe thinking curriculum,thata setof
 
performance standardsfor the elementary years be defined,thatstudents be
 
assessed in their primarylanguage ifreceiving literacy instructionin that
 
language and thatletter gradesnotbe used in progress reportsfor elementary
 
children. These recommendations are in line with a holisticphilosophy.
 
Unfortunately,whilesome districts are movingin this direction,these
 
recommendations are notnecessarilyin plaice throughoutthe state.
 
Holistic teachersimplementingearlyliteracy will probably have to satisfy
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a variety ofaudiences as they assess and evaluate the children and the program.
 
The terms"assessment"and"evaluation"are often used interchangeably,
 
however,they do not mean thesame thing. Toassess is to collect data and
 
evidence;to evaluate istointerpretand analyze the data collected. Holistic,
 
authentic assessmentincludes observations,interviews,portfolios,
 
demonstrationsand work samples(Routman,1991). Holistic evaluation begins
 
with the gathering ofassessment data. Holistic teachersfocuson the child's areas
 
ofstrength. They are constantly kid-watching,observing behaviors. Holistic
 
assessmentshould resultin the evaluation ofthe program by the teacher. The
 
data gathered should inform subsequentteaching. The teacher and students
 
should learnfrom the assessmentand evaluation the direction thatthey need to
 
pursue to continuelearning.
 
A holistic teacher willobserve and monitoreach student's growthin terms
 
oftheindividual child's placementondevelopmentalor performance scales
 
(Train,1993). Samplesofthe child's work willbe collected throughoutthe year
 
and placed inaportfolio. Children will haveinput regardingsomeoftheitems
 
in their portfolio. Teachers may also keep anecdotal records,audio tapesofthe
 
children reading,video tapes oflearning eventsand copies ofrunning records.
 
Teachers may still have to give standardized tests and reportcards.. However,
 
children who areimmersed in literacy and develop the strategies for a self
 
improvingsystem will probably perform well. It maybecome necessary to teach
 
children the mechanics ofthe test,buttheyshould have the strategies to achieve
 
success.
 
Anassessmenttool which canbe utilized by classroom teachersare
 
runningrecords(Clay,1993a). Ina running record,the teacher uses certain
 
conventionsto record everything a child says and does whilereading a sample
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textofapproximately 100 words. Running records are meantto be done"onthe
 
run." This makes it possible for teachers to use this toolin a classroom fullof
 
children. A running record provides teachersinformationfor guiding instruction
 
such as selecting appropriate booksfor guided reading. For emergentreaders,
 
running recordsshould be done every4to6weeks. For morefluentreadersthe
 
recommended timeframe is every2to3months. Teachers willlearn to analyze
 
running recordsto determine whatcueingsystemsthe children are using. The
 
ability to take running recordson the run willincrease with practice. The
 
information gained makesthe effort worthwhile.
 
The Whole Language CatalogSupplementon Authentic Assessment
 
(Goodman,Bird&Goodman,1992)and Monitoring Children's Language
 
Development: Holistic Assessmentin the Classroom(Daly,1991)offer a very
 
good selection of articles regarding holistic assessment. The WholeLanguage
 
Catalog offers a plethora ofentries revolving around five centralthemes. The
 
themesinclude revaluing assessment,teaching asinquiry,evaluating ourselves,
 
toolsfor evaluation and documenting learning. Withineach area there are
 
severalsubdivisions. The topics cover a wide rangeincluding articles on the
 
challenges presented by the change process,teachers as kid-watchers and
 
mediators,teacher and studentself-evaluation,learning portfolios and anecdotal
 
records and developing literacy. Thebookedited by Daly offers a variety of
 
articles rangingfrom wholelanguage evaluation strategies to reporting the
 
children's progressto parents. Both books are valuable resourcesfor holistic
 
teachers.
 
Wholelanguage teachers use a variety oftechniquesfor assessing and
 
evaluating their students. The benefitdrawnfrom the processis how the
 
information is used. The methods,techniques and practices mentioned in this
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projectrepresenta smallselection ofthose currently being utilized by teachers.
 
Each teacher will organize the gathering ofinformationin their ownindividual
 
manner. It isimportanttoremember thatthe assessmentbefair,valid,
 
meaningfuland relevantto all students.
 
Early Interventionsfor AtRisk Students
 
Teachersimplementing holistic approachestoearly literacy mayfind that
 
somestudentsdo notdemonstrate the same rate of progress. Earlyintervention
 
hasbeenfound to assist children having difficulty in acquiring the necessary
 
strategies to achieve early literacy. For children whoreceive literacy instruction
 
in English,Reading Recovery is an effective early intervention program that
 
helpsfirst grade students at risk of developing reading difficulties. Students
 
whose primarylanguageisSpanishand whoare receiving literacy instructionin
 
Spanish may also require special attention. Descubriendo La Lectura is the
 
applicationofReading Recovery methodsfor Spanish speaking firstgrade
 
students receiving instructionin their primarylanguage.
 
Theseearly intervention programs require university training and district
 
commitment. However,data supporting theimplementation ofboth programsis
 
very promising. This projectrecommendsthatany children which need
 
something extra be provided with the opportunity to achieve literacy via
 
participationin either Reading Recoveryor DescubriendoLa Lectura. Many
 
districts in California already have teachersand teacherleaders trained in these
 
methods. Teachersin districts thatdo not will probably have to advocate the
 
implementation ofthese early intervention programs.
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Implementation Timeline
 
The approachessuggested in this modelshould notbe attempted all at
 
once. Eachcanbeslowlyincorporated into the daily routine ofthe classroom.
 
Teachers will have to develop their ownimplementation timeline. Implementing
 
reading aloud and shared reading should probably take place prior to guided
 
reading. Thesame may be said ofthe approaches to writing. Itwould be more
 
advantageous toimplementwriting aloud,shared writing and perhaps
 
interactivejournals before guided writing. Modelingofconventionsand
 
strategies will make the eventualimplementation ofguided reading and writing
 
more successful. Teachersshould be aware thatthey are embarkingona
 
journey,literacy is the destination and the wayto achieve success requires
 
participationina learning processfor allinvolved.
 
Many wholelanguage teachers will admitthatthey are still,and probably
 
forever,learning. Many will also admitthat whilesome approaches are easier,
 
others still need to be worked on. Each year's class is differentand whatis
 
highly successful withone group mayonly be marginally appealing to another.
 
Partofthelearning processis to be reflective and to growfrom all the attempts
 
whether successfulor not.
 
A recommendationfor teachers attempting the change process isto begin
 
with a particular strategy. Oncethisseems manageable and hasbecome
 
comfortable,begin toadd others. It would be beneficial to attend related
 
conferences and workshops. Insouthern California,The WestCoastLiteracy
 
Conference is held yearly and offers manyrelevantsessions and noted speakers.
 
Teachers mayfind thatattempting the change into wholelanguage with a peer
 
offers essentialsupportto allinvolved. Collegiate dialogue canassistby
 
providingfurther suggestions,trouble shooting and support.
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 Conclusions
 
Asthe United States movesinto the twenty first century,we are more than
 
ever,forced tolook atour educationalsystem. Thedevelopmentofa literate
 
society to meetthe challengesofthe nextcentury can notbe achieved without
 
changing current practices. Research supports the implementation ofearly
 
literacy through holistic approaches. Creating classrooms where all children can
 
feel validated andempowered tolearn should be the goalofeducators. This
 
project has presented a review ofthe relevantcurrentliterature and has
 
attempted to provide a modelfor theimplementation ofearly literacy through
 
holistic approaches. Providing young children a successfulliteracyfoundation
 
willfacilitate their successintomorrow's society.
 
Educators are knowntobe dedicated individuals. The average teacher
 
spends many hours preparing for class. Elementary teachers often arrive atthe
 
schoolsite early and leave late. Many teachers alsospend countless hoursin the
 
evening and weekendsonschoolrelated matters. Itis nota nine-to-fivejob.
 
Mostofteachers thoughtthey were doing the thingsin the classroom that would
 
makeliteracy possiblefor the children. There is notone single teacher outthere
 
that wasnottrying to teach. Somewhere along the line,perhaps whenJohnny
 
became Juan,the population ofthe schools changed,in manycases drastically.
 
Notonly were the childrenfrom different cultures,butfamilies had changed as
 
well. In many households,both parents were working. Otherfamilies had
 
become headed by a single parent. The expectations ofwhatthe schoolsystem
 
would dofor children had also changed. The teaching strategies had to change
 
to better providefor the diverse population.
 
Traditionalteachingmethodsdid notdemonstrate results with the
 
changing population attending California's public schools. Young children
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arrive atschools having had experiencesin areas that many grown teachers can
 
notbegin toidentify with. Educators are aware thatthere is a need to change.
 
Holistic methods which validate the child and allow for risk taking in a
 
supportive environmentare more successful with childrenin today's schools.
 
Researchinliteracy acquisition provides teachers the theoryfrom which
 
to develop philosophies and teachinginterventions. Enlightened teachers realize
 
that childrencanbe developmentally at different stages based onPiaget's theory.
 
Teachersknow thatchildren are active,social learners. They provide thesetting
 
for effective learfiing through social interaction,teaching withineach child'szone
 
ofproximal developmentbased on Vygostsky's theory. Teachers design their
 
interventionsin waysthat provide the learners a supportive scaffold according to
 
Bruner's theory. This allows the children to successfully achieve increasingly
 
more difficult tasks.
 
Developing a holistic philosophyofhow childrenlearn and the best ways
 
to teach is partofthe continuously evolving process ofbecoming a whole
 
language teacher. Aseducators,it behooves us all to continue to read
 
professional articles,to think and reflecton our teaching,to be observers,kid-

watchers,to attend conferences and collaborate with other educators. The
 
processofbecoming a hoUsfic teacher whois trulyaware of children,ajoyful
 
learner/teacher,is noteasy or fast. This modeldoes notguarantee success. The
 
collection ofsuggestions,approaches and strategies based on holistic
 
philosophies are presented in the hope ofsparking change,as a beacon towards
 
the pursuitoffurther information. There are no maps,blue-prints or manuals.
 
Before attempting holistic approacheseachindividualneedsto develop a
 
working theoretical basefrom which toform their teaching decisions,a firm
 
personalcommitmentand understanding ofthe ramifications ofthe change
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process and the ability to make attempts,take risks,reflectand growfrom both
 
failures and successes. Educators mustlearn to validate their own
 
approximations and highlight their ownstrengths. Theroad may belong,but
 
the destination,a literate society,will make it all worthwhile.
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APPENDIX B: RESOURCES - CHILDREN'SBOOKS
 
Thefollowing list providessome titles in order ofincreasing texts
 
difficulty,from very easy to more difficulttexts. These books maybe utilized in
 
guided reading lessons. The very easy bookslisted first provide the reader
 
strongsupportive illustrations,repetitive patterns,familar language,objects,
 
concepts and vocabulary.
 
BooksIn English:
 
Wildsmith,Brian (1982).Catonthe Mat.New York:Oxford University Press.
 
Carle,Eric (1987).HaveYouSeenMyCat?Natick,Mass:Picture Book Studio.
 
Tafuri,Nancy 119841.Have YouSeen My Duckling?New York: Greenwillow.
 
Wildsmith,Brian I1983V All FallDown.New York:Oxford University Press.
 
Williams,Sue 119901.1 WentWalking.San Diego:HarcourtBrace Jovanovich.
 
Martin,Bill (1984).Brown Bear.Brown Bear.WhatDoYouSee? New York:
 
Holt,Rinehartand Winston.
 
Peek,Merle (1981).RollOver.New York:Clarion.
 
Booksin Spanish:
 
Cowley,Joy (19861.Bajan A1Pueblo. Washington:The WrightGroup.
 
Green,Susan and Siamon,Sharon (1994).MeGusta Comer. San Diego,CA.:
 
Dominie Press.
 
Hoffman,Beverly (19941.MiPapa Cocina.San Diego,CA.:DominiePress.
 
Avalos,Cecilia (1992).Una CamisaPara Carlos.New York:Scholastic.
 
This group ofbooks provide the readersfamiliar vocabulary,some
 
repetitive patternsand fairly supportive illustrations. Thesentences start to
 
becomelonger and the opening and closing sentence maychange.
 
BooksIn English:
 
Raffi (19891.Five Little Ducks.New York:Crown.
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Browne.Anthony Y1989>.ThingsILike.New York:Knopf
 
Ginsburg,Mirra (1972).The Chick and the Duckling.New York:Macmillan.
 
Peek.Merle flQSSV Mary Wore Her Red Dress.New York:Clarion.
 
Shaw,Charles (19881.ItLooked Like Spilt Milk.New York:Harper&Row.
 
Christelow,Eileen (19891.Five Little MonkeysTumpingonthe Bed.New York:
 
Clarion.
 
Hill.Eric (19801.Where'sSpot? New York:Putnam.
 
Booksin Spanish:
 
Cowley,Joy (1986).Nuestra Abuelita.Washington:The WrightGroup.
 
Flores,Barbara,Castro,Elena and Hernandez,Eddie (1993).Mi Perrita Chata.
 
Miami,PL:DDLBooks.
 
Cowley,Joy (1987).Senor Rezongbn.Washington,The WrightGroup.
 
Daddazio,Enriqueta (1990).El Carrusel.Ohio:ModernCurriculum Press.
 
Thebooksin the following group haveless repetitive patterns,although
 
they sometimes have repetitive refrainsor phrases. Thestories are longer and
 
the the illustrations provide moderate supportto the reader.
 
BooksIn English:
 
Asch.Frank (19811.JustLike Daddy.Englewood Cliffs.N.T.:Prentice-Hall.
 
Campbell.Rod (19821.DearZoo.New York:Four Winds.
 
Hutchins.Pat (19681.Rosie's Walk.New York:Macmillan.
 
Lloyd.David (19851.Grandma and the Pirate.New York:Crown.
 
Ward,Cindy (19881.Cookie's Week.New York:Putnam.
 
Gelman.Rita (19771.MoreSpaghetti.ISay! New York:Scholastic.
 
Kraus,Robert (19701.Whose Mouse Are You?New York:Macmillan.
 
Hutchins,Pat (1971).Titch.New York:Macmillan.
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 Krauss.Ruth Q945IThe CarrotSeed.New York:Harper&Row.
 
Bcx)ksInSpanish:
 
Cowley.Toy (1987). Ouien Sera MiMama?California:BasicPlus.
 
Manning,Linda (1994).Refrescandose.San Diego:DominiePress.
 
Cowley,Joy (1983). Dragolia. California: BasicPlus.
 
Salem.Lynnand Stewart.Tosie (19931.EnCasa de Abuelita Norma.
 
Columbus,Ohio:Seedling PublicationsInc.
 
The nextgroupofbooks have moreelaborate story linesand use less
 
familiar vocabulary. There mayberepeated cummulative patterns and the
 
characters will use dialogue. Theillustrations provide the reader less support.
 
BooksIn English:
 
Tolstoy,Alexei (19681.The GreatBigEnormousTurnip.New York:Watts.
 
Brown,MargaretWise (19741.GoodnightMoon.New York:Harper&Row.
 
Butler.Dorothy (19891.MyBrownBear Barney.New York:Greenwillow.
 
Hutchins,Pat (19831.You'llSoonGrow Into Them.Titch.New York: MacMillan
 
Kraus,Robert (1986).Where AreYou Going.Little Mouse?New York:
 
Greenwillow.
 
Fox.Mem (19871.Hattie and the Fox.New York:Bradbury.
 
Rosen,Michael (1989).We're Goingon a Bear Hunt.New York:Macmillan.
 
Seuss,Dr. (1960).GreenEggsand Ham.New York:Random House.
 
Wood,Audrey (19841.The NappingHouse.San Diego:HarcourtBrace
 
Jovanovich.
 
Booksin Spanish:
 
Peters,Sharon (1981).FelizCumpleanos. Mahwah,N.J.: Troll Associates.
 
Peters,Sharon (1981). Listos.ensus Marcas.Adelante!Mahwah,N.J.: Troll
 
Associates.
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Joyce,	Jennifer Leigh (1994i.El Osito de Amada.San Diego.CA.:DominiePress.
 
Thefollowing group ofbooks have complex story lines with extended
 
descriptionsand challenging vocabulary. The illustrations provide the readers
 
little support.
 
BooksIn English:
 
Bennett.Till f19861.Teeny Tiny.New York:Putnam.
 
Carle,Eric (1984).The Very BusySpider.New York:Philomel.
 
Charlip.Remy (19641.Fortunately.New York:Macmillan.
 
Hutchins,Pat (1973).GoodnightOwl.VikingPenguin.
 
Kraus.Robert (1971).Leothe Late Bloomer.New York:Windmill.
 
Mayer,Mercer (1968).There's a Nightmarein MyCloset.New York:Dial.
 
Wells,Rosemary (1973).Noisy Nora.New York:Dial
 
Bridwell,Norman (1985).Clifford the BigRed Dog.New York:Scholastic.
 
Hutchins.Pat (1986).The Doorbell Rang.New York:Macmillan.
 
Johnson,Crocket (1955).Harold and the Purple Crayon.New York:Harper&
 
Row.
 
Lobel.Arnold (19721.MouseSoup.New York:Harper&Row.
 
Mayer,Mercer (1987)There's an Alligator Under MyBed.New York:Harper&
 
Row.
 
Carle,Eric (1970).The Very Hungry Caterpillar. New York:Philomel.
 
DePaola,Tomie (1973).Charlie Needsa Cloak. Englewood Cliffs,N.J.:
 
Prentice-Hall.
 
Joyce,William (19851.George Shrinks.New York:Harper&Row.
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Martin,Bill and Archambault,John (1989).Chicka Chicka Boom Boom. New
 
York:Simon&Schuster.
 
Sendak,Maurice(1963).Where the Wild Things Are.New York:Harper&Row.
 
Seus,Dr. (1967).TheCatin the Hat.New York:Random House.
 
Carle,Eric (1977).TheGrouchyLadybug.New York:Crowell
 
Hoberman,Mary Arm (1978).A House is a Housefor Me.New York:Atheneum.
 
Slobodkina,Esphyr (1968).Capsfor Sale.New York:Harper&Row.
 
Tresselt.Alvin (19641.The Mitten. New York:Lothrop,Lee&Shepard.
 
Booksin Spanish:
 
Green,Sharon (1994).LosTres Cochinitos.San Diego,CA.:DominiePress.
 
Swan,Debbie (1994).MiMascota Hambrienta.San Diego,CA.: Dominie Press.
 
Parkes,Brenda and Smith,Judith (1989).ElPatito Feo.Crystal Lakes,II.: Rigby.
 
Thefollowing list ofbooksmaybe appropriatefor read aloud sessions.
 
Booksin English:
 
Hoban,Russell (1964).Bread and Jam for Frances.New York:Harper&Row.
 
Carlstrom,Nancy White (1992).Better NotGetWetJesse Bear.New York:
 
Scholastic.
 
Carlstrom,NanCy White (19891.Jesse Bear.WhatWill You Wear?New York:
 
Scholastic.
 
Munsch,Robert (19861.1Love You Forever. Ontario,Canada:Firefly Books.
 
Munsch,Robert (1985).Thomas'Snowsuit.Toronto,Canada:Annick Press Ltd..
 
Sendak,Maurice (19621.ChickenSoup with Rice.New York:Harper&Row.
 
Sendak,Maurice (1970).InThe NightKitchen.New York:Harper&Row.
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Steig,William ,(1982).Dr.DeSoto.New York:Farrar,Straus&Giroux
 
Turkle,Brinton (1981).Do NotOpen.New York:Dutton.
 
Viorst,Judith(1972).Alexander and the Terrible.Horrible.NoGood.Very Bad
 
Day.New York:Atheneum.
 
Williams,Vera B. (19821.A Chair for My Mother.New York:Greenwillow.
 
Booksin Spanish:
 
DePaola,Tomie (19941.La LeyendaDeLa Flor"El Gonejo."LFSA:Scholastic.
 
Dooley,Norah (1991). TodoElMundoCocina Arroz. New.York: Scholastic.
 
Freeman.Don (19921.UnBolsilloPara Corduroy.USA:Penguin.
 
Rodriguez,Imelda (1993). RatoncitoZapata Y ElReyChimuelo. New.York:
 
Scholastic.
 
Thefollowing list ofbooksmaybe appropriatefor shared reading
 
sessions.
 
Booksin English:
 
Cowley,Joy (1980).Mrs.WishyWashy.Aucklan,N.Z.:Shortland Publication
 
(TTie WrightGroup).
 
Keats,Ezra Jack (19621.TheSnowy Day.USA:Penguin,
 
Waber,Bernard (1972).Ira Sleeps Over.New York:Houghton Mifflin.
 
Freeman.Don (19681.Corduroy.USA:Penguin.
 
BooksinSpanish:
 
Ada,Alma Flor(1989).ElCanto DelMosquito. New Jersey: Santillana.
 
Ada,Alma Flor(1989. LosTres Cerditos. New York: Addison-Wesley.
 
Ada,Alma Flor(1989'. Ricitos deProYLos Tres Osos. New York: Addison-

Wesley.
 
Zimmermann,H.W. 1989).Pollita Chiquita.New York: Scholastic.
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